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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

Correctional services in Canada have witnessed an 

ever-increasing trend toward the establishment of community- 

based treatment facilities (Zeitoun, 1976:1-2; National Task 

Force, 1979:i; Griffiths et al., 1980:249). A major concern 

to those working in residential centres, is the outcome of 

program participants, or their rate of recidivism. 

Additionally, sociologists and program treatment staff are 

concerned about the strength of social history character- 

istics, of incarcerants, as predictors of recidivism. 

One residential facility may differ completely from 

another, and all residential facilities are markedly 

different from the institutions where their residents come 

from. Information concerning institutional populations is 

extensive, even information pertaining to residents of 

community-based centres is readily obtainable (Sone, 1976: 

Ardron, 1978, 1980); but extensive information pertaining 

to a specific residentially-based treatment program is not 

so readily available. The purpose of this study is to pro- 

vide detailed information about, specifically, Kairos 

program participants and their outcomes. 



statement of the Problem 

There are four specific areas or problems vjhich the 

present study is focusing upon: 

T. What are the recidivism measures for the parti- 

cipants of the Kairos program? 

. To what extent do sub-population recidivism 

measures differ from the population mean? 

, What is the relative strength, or order, of 

social history characteristics as predictors of 

recidivism for the Kairos program? 

. Does the occupancy rate of the Kairos program 

have an effect upon the recidivism rate? 

. Does a disruption in the treatment staff—due 

to staff changes—have an effect upon the 

recidivism rate? 

Delimitations of the Problem 

Information for this study came from Ministry of 

Correctional Services, Ontario, files and from other 

official court records and R. C. M. P. reports. The 

gathering of research materials was conducted for one v?eek 

in February, 1981, at the Ministry of Correctional Services 

"main office’’ in Toronto. The research materials were 

coded during a four-week period in the summer of 1981 at 

the Thunder Bay Correctional Centre; and the data was 

analyzed over a one-month period during the fall of 1981 at 

Lakehead University in Thunder Bay. 
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Theoretical Framework 

The present study is primarily descriptive in 

nature. In this instance the researcher is in agreement 

with James Hackler, v7ho favours the small inquiry over 

’’massive research programs” (Hackler, 1978: 89). The review 

of the literature contains a more detailed explanation of 

some of the problems facing program evaluators; but for the 

present, it must be stated that this researcher sees little 

coherence in the efforts of other researchers in the area 

of recidivism studies. Therefore, by undertaking a close 

and detailed examination of Kairos participants, and their 

outcomes, it is hoped that the findings of the present 

research—when made accessible to Kairos program staff— 

will result in mdnor modifications and improvements in the 

Kairos program. 

Definitions of Terms Used 

Community Resource Centre. A community resource 

centre (C. R. C.) is a community-based residential treat- 

ment program for inmates from provincially operated minimum 

security institutions, and/or provincial jails. Sentences 

for inmates serving time in these institutions run firom a 

few weeks, up to two years minus one day. Community 

resource centres are privately contracted to provide their 

services, with the majority of their operating funds being 

supplied by the Ministry of Correctional Services, Ontario. 
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Kairos C. R, C. Kairos is a C. R. C. located in 

Thunder Bay, Ontario, and is one of thirty—’or more— 

similar residential treatment programs, currently operating 

in Ontario. Kairos residents come from the Thunder Bay 

Correctional Centre, or from the Thunder Bay District Jail, 

and occasionally from other provincial correctional insti- 

tutions. Kairos first opened its doors in January, 1976, 

and is the C. R. C. under examination in this study. 

Recidivism. For the purpose of this study, 

recidivism refers to any further incarceration or conviction 

with subsequent probation, fine, and incarceration incurred 

after the Kairos resident was released from custody. A 

significant recontact does not necessarily mean that the 

recidivist was convicted, but it does represent—for this 

study—one of several possible recidivism occurrences. 

Overviev/ for the Remaining Chapters 

Chapter II. A review of the literature is 

presented, briefly outlining a history of recidivism 

research and discussing the current controversies in the 

evaluation of treatment programs; and a perspective on 

conducting further research is also presented. 

Chapter III. This chapter outlines the methodology 

employed in this study. Measures of recidivism are dis- 

cussed, as well as the study subjects; the specific 
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questions and hypotheses to be examined; and the method of 

data collection and analysis. 

Chapter IV. The results of the study are presented 

in this Chapter: univariate data; measures of association; 

information pertaining to specific research questions; and 

the testing of hypotheses. The findings of the study are 

briefly outlined in the summary section. 

Chapter V. Significant results of this study are 

discussed in light of the current literature; further 

research recomm.endations are made; and some suggestions are 

presented, which have implications for the Kairos program, 

as V7ell as correctional services policies. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Extensive amounts of research have been conducted in 

the area of correctional treatment programs and their pro- 

gram participants. The following literature review will 

specifically examine the current controversy of the "Nothing/ 

Something Works” debate. 

Early Research 

Some of the early studies conducted on criminal 

offenders took place in American state prisons. In 1915 

Dr. Frank L. Heacox, the physician at Auburn State Prison, 

collected social history and demographic characteristics of 

30 parole violators. Heacox presented the information for 

each of the parole violators as "case histories". At the 

end of each case history, he outlined the causes for the 

recidivist's criminal career and parole violation. For 

example: 

Causitive Factors of Criminal Career: 
1. Mental Peculiarity-Defective control for alcohol. 
2. Home Conditions-Large family; lack of parental 

control. 
3. Environment-Early street life; bad companions. 
Causitive Factors of Violation of Parole: 
1. Associating v;ith bad companions. 
2. Return to previous alcoholic habits. (Heacox, 1915: 

248) 
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Another early study v;as published by Warner (1923), 

v7ho categorized 69 items for 680 prisoners of the 

Massachussetts Reformatory between 1912 and 1921. Warner 

examined the post release successes and failures based on 

each of 69 categorized items. A short time later. Hart 

(1924) reanalyzed Warner's data and concluded that 30 of 

the 69 items clearly differentiated betv/een the successes 

and failures. 

Recent Research 

Over the years, recidivism studies have taken on two 

forms: those that tend to evaluate and compare the effects 

of various kinds of treatment programs upon the rate of 

recidivism, and those that tend to focus on various social 

history and demographic characteristics as predictors of 

recidivism. 

1. Program Evaluations. The first type of study 

—which is evaluative and comparative—will ideally be 

experimental in design, or at least have a "quasi- 

experimental" design (Cambell and Stanley, 1967). In these 

studies the treatment program is viewed as an independent 

variable, and the outcome measure or dependent variable is 

recidivism. If an experimental design is employed, then 

the experimental group—those who received treatment—are 

compared to a control groups—those v/ho did not receive the 

chance to participate in the treatment program. 
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If a quasi-experimental design is employed, a com- 

parison group is selected upon the basis of several 

characteristics matched in' the aggregate. A statistical 

analysis is then conducted to determine if there is a 

significant difference in the outcome measures between the 

experimental group and the comparison group. If a 

significant difference is demonstrated in favour of the 

control group, it is then concluded that the program under 

evaluation has successfully "rehabilitated" the individuals 

v7ho participated in it. Recidivism data is generally 

collected for a period of 6 months to 1 year after the 

release of program participants. 

Charles Logan (1972) has developed a formal typology 

for what he considered are the minimal requirements, for a 

study, to test the effectiveness of a correctional program. 

Hackler has summarized this typology: 

1. There should be a clear set of program procedures 
which could be repeated at different times with differ- 
ent subjects and by different administrators... 
2. There must be some division, preferably random, 
into treatment and control groups differing as little 
as possible. 
3. There must be a measure of the behaviour that is to 
be changed before and after the program both for the 
treatment and control groups. 
4. ’Success' must be definable and compatible with 
reasonable expectations as to vzhat success should be; 
that is, 'success' should reflect not just happiness, 
personal adjustment, or faith in the program, or the 
opinion of observers: it should refer to criminal 
behaviour. 
5. There should be a follow-up in the community for 
both the treatment and control groups sometimte after 
the program has ended (Hackler, 1978:24-25). 
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It has been indicated by several investigators 

(Martinson, 1974; Logan, 1972; Hackler, 1978) that very 

few studies meet the requirements of an experimental or 

quasi-experimental design. Two such studies which meet 

four of the five requirem.ents outlined above, are: 1. The 

"Provo Experiment" (Erapey and Rabow, 1961), and: 2. The 

Opportunities for Youth Project in Seattle (Hackler, 1966). 

The Empey and Raboxv Provo Experiment, minimally fullfilled 

the first four requirements, while Plackler’s Opportunity 

for Youth Project was less marginal. But both studies 

failed to meet the fifth requirement. The conclusions of 

the Provo Experiment were merely suggestive (Empey and 

Erickson, 1972, 321), and the findings of the Youth Project 

v/ere inconclusive. 

2, Prediction Studies. The second type of study, 

which examines social history and demographic characteristics 

as predictors of recidivism, represents a large amount of 

the literature in recidivism studies. Certain social history 

characteristics and demographic variables have been 

consistently shov/n to be related to recidivism—so much so 

that they have come to be referred to as "stable predictors 

of recidivism". In a review of seventy-one studies, 

Pritchard (1979:19) presents data on the relationship 

between biographical predictors and recidivism in 177 

independent samples of offenders. Pritchard concludes that 
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an offence of "auto theft; the presences of prior con- 

victions; stability of employment; age at first arrest; 

living arrangements.; current income; history of. opiate use; 

and history of alcohol abuse appear to be the most stable 

predictors of recidivism." 

Other predictive studies have also shown that age 

and previous criminality are strongly related to recidivism 

(Babst et al., 1971; Baikhuisen and Hoekstra, 1974; Madden, 

1976); poor employment records and recidivism are related 

(Cartwright et al., 1972; Pallone and Hennessey, 1977); and 

that heavy alcohol and drug use have increased the predict- 

ability of recidivism among the participants of treatment 

programs (Babst et al., 1972). 

A recent example of a Canadian predictive study was 

conducted by Gendreau et al. (1979:416). The researchers 

collected data on 802 inmates from the Guelph Correctional 

Centre during a period from 1970 to 1972. Gendreau et al., 

V7ere concerned with first incarcerates, and conducted a 

"social history interview" with each subject; a "file data 

sheet" filled in with information from the institutional 

files, and "recidivism reports" filled in with information 

from R. C. M. P. records and Ministry of Correctional 

Services files. The researchers concluded that the factors 

most associated with recidivism were age; prior criminality; 

work history; .institutional behaviour; and age at which 

alcohol or drug use began. 
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Of course many studies combine elements of both 

program evaluations and predictive studies;-but, for the 

most part, it is only the biographical data vzhich has had 

any real significance to date. 

Current Debates 

1, Nothing Works. Many researchers are of the 

opinion that rehabilitation programs offer little--if any 

—by way of rehabilitation to prison inmates. One of the 

early statements in this regard was made by Schnur, who 

concluded that: 

No research has been done to date that enables us to 
say that one treatment program is better than another 
or that enables us to examine a man and specify the 
treatment he needs. There is no evidence that proba- 
tion is better than institutions, that institutions 
are better than probation, or that being given parole 
is better than escaping... So much of what is now 
being done about crime may be so wrong that the net 
effect of the actions is to increase rather than 
decrease crime. Research could possibly shed some 
light, but none of the researches conducted to date 
answers these questions (Schnur, 1964:23). 

In the latter part of the 1960*s, Robert Martinson 

and several other researchers were hired by the New York 

State Governor's Special Committee on Criminal Offenders. 

Their task was to establish what had been the most 

effective means of prisoner rehabilitation. The 1400 page 

document which resulted was never published. Martinson 

claims that the document's disturbing conclusions had 
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changed the minds of the Governor's Committee about the 

document's "worth...and proper use of the information., 

gathered" (Martinson, 1974:23). ^ 

Following this decision, Martinson undertook the 

task of compiling his own study for publication. Martinson 

reviewed the literature for all available reports published 

in English, concerning rehabilitation programs—in the 

United States, as well as in other countries—from 1945 to 

1967. 

From this exhaustive revievz of the literature, 

Martinson picked only 231 studies, which—he claimed—met 

the selection criteria established. The selection criteria 

stated that: 

A study had to be an evaluation of a treatment method, 
it had to employ an independent measure of the improve- 
ment secured by that method, and it had to use some 
control group, some untreated individuals with whom 
treated ones could be compared. We excluded studies 
only for methodological reasons: they presented 
insufficient data, they were only preliminary, they 
presented only a summary of findings, their results 
were confounded by extraneous factors, they used 
unreliable measures, one could not understand their 
descriptions of the treatment in question, they drew 
spurious conclusions from their data, their samples 
were undescribed or too small or provided no true 
comparability between treated and untreated groups, or 
they had used inappropriate statistical tests and did 
not provide enough information for the reader to 
recompute the data (Martinson, 1974:24). 

Even after such careful screening, Martinson's (1974:25) 

"bald" summary was: "With few and isolated exceptions, the 

rehabilitative efforts that have been reported so far have 

had no appreciable effect on recidivism." 
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Additionally, James Hackler (1979) has noted the 

many dangers of evaluation with regard to rehabilitation 

programs, and in his examination of youthful crime he has 

referred to what he terms "The Great Stumble Forv/ard" 

(Hackler, 1978). Hackler maintains that "despite the 

resources, interest, and expertise available...very fevi 

crime and delinquency prevention programs have met with the 

minimum criteria for a genuine evaluation" (Hackler, 1978: 

25). According to Hackler, the development of treatment 

programs has been the result of one blundering step after 

another. 

In yet another review of the literature, Ilene 

Bernstein (1975), examined 236 studies. Bernstein (1975: 

56-57) concluded that 75 percent did not use an experimental 

or quasi-experimental design; 41 percent did not randomly 

select their subjects; 50 percent employed a biased sample; 

and 65 percent did not include a statistical analysis of 

the data. For the proponents of'the "nothing works" 

doctrine, the importance of a valid scientific experiment 

is paramount, and under their critical gaze even those 

studies that do fullfill their rigid criteria seem to be 

lacking in concrete results. 

Finally, Aultman and Wright have discussed the 

"nothing/something works" debate from the perspective of 

the change model developed,, by Kuhn (1970) , in "The Structure 
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of Scientific Revolutions." Aultman and Wright (1982:17) 

diagrammed Kuhn's theory of paradigmatic change as follows: 

PARADIGM I 

NORMAL 
SCIENCE 

I .MODIFICxATIONS OF PARADIGM 
ANOMALIES<^ 

^CRISB-“NEW THEORY^—REVOLUTION—PARADIGM II 

Paradigm I, or the currently dominant approach, has 

been identified as the "Reformative Paradigm;" the paradigm 

which encompasses the treatment oriented or rehabilitative 

approach to the handling of offenders—and the positivistic 

viewpoint for methods of evaluation in the treatment/ 

rehabilitative approach. 

The researchers have tentatively proposed (Aultman 

and V\fright, 19 82:22) the emergence of a competing paradigm, 

one V7hich they have identified as the "Fairness Paradigm." 

The "Fairness Paradigm" highlights a shifting philosophy, 

in justice and corrections, toward a "more rigid and legal 

type of institution." 

Regardless of the existence of a competing paradigm, 

Aultman and Wright point out that the proponents of the 

"nothing works" debate have drawn attention to the 

anomalies in the "Reformative Paradigm," and this has pre- 

cipitated the present crisis in the "nothing/somiething 

works" debate. Aultman and Wright point out the fact that: 

...no body of research provided consistent support to 
any of the theories proposed within this positivistic 
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paradigm suggest that no scientist has been able to 
come up with—b-he -r-ight solution to the puzzle of 
criminal etiology. The additional fact that no treat- 
ment program has been able to shov; a consistently 
significant effect in the reduction of criminal 
recidivism illuminates the lack of ability of this 
paradigm to provide answers concerning the correct 
approach to changing deviants (Aultman and Wright, 
1982:21). 

2. Something Works. Reaction to the "nothing 

works" doctrine has been extensive, and it has only served 

to fuel the debate among the various researchers concerned. 

One of the first replies to the Martinson article was by 

Ted Palmer, Palm.er (197 5) undertook a review of 

Martinson's article, and concluded that his harsh, nothing 

works, stance was not in keeping v/ith many of the studies 

reviev7ed by Martinson; v/hich indicated positive results. 

Palmer quoted extensively from Martinson, indicating key 

passages where he had specifically acknowledged that a 

number of programs had produced beneficial results. For 

example: 

(Taken together, the studies that were reviewed) give 
us very little reason to hope that we have in fact 
found a sure way of reducing recidivism through 
rehabilitation. This is not to say we found no 
instances of success or partial success; it is only to 
say that these instances have been isolated, producing 
no clear pattern to indicate the efficacy of any 
particular method of treatment (Palmer, 1975:49). 

In his closing remarks. Palmer questions whether 

or not Martinson is right in asking, "What works—for 

offenders as a v/hole?" Instead, Palmer (1975:150) 

maintains that v/e must ask, "Which methods v/ork best for 
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which type of offenders, and under what conditions or in 

what types of setting?". 

In reply to Palmer’s review, Martinson -(1976:78 ) 

complained that he had to spend "the better part of four 

months struggling to decipher the research design,to 

translate the footnotes, appendices, cross-references, and 

tables from the original Egyptian,..To review one of 

Palmer’s research projects is... something like translating 

the Moscow telephone book into Swahili". According to 

Martinson, "Correctional treatment is about nine-tenths 

pageantry, rumination, and rubbish,..A partly positive 

result is probably akin to a partly pregnant girlfriend... 

(With the answers provided by correctional researchers) and 

thirty cents you can buy a cup of coffee in New York". 

What becomes immediately obvious in the criticisms 

of Schnur, Martinson, Hackler, and Bernstein, is that very 

little research in the field of correctional rehabilitation 

even comes close to fullfilling the rigid criteria vzhich 

they have outlined for evaluation studies. 

According to Paul Gendreau and Mary Leipciger 

(1978 :4), it is an "all or none" view of recidivism vzhich 

informed Martinson's perspective. This all or none view 

has contributed to the "nothing vzorks" doctrine. 

Alternatively, Stuart Adams acknowledges the lack of 

scientific rigour in the evaluation of correctional treat- 

ment programs. Adams (1974:16), goes on to suggest, "that 
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evaluation in corrections is as productive, generally 

speaking,' as evaluation in industry or medicine". Adams 

further suggests that other types of studies will result in 

a "pay-off", such as case studies, panel-interviews, a time 

series, as well as quasi-experimental designs, and elabo- 

rate controlled experiments (Adams, 1974:17). 

More recently the "something works" side of the 

debate has been discussed in an article entitled, 

"Effective Correctional Treatment: Bibliotherapy for 

Cynics". In this article—by two Canadian researchers— 

Gendreau and Ross (1979) reviewed the literature published 

between late 1973 and early 1978, Ninety-five studies met 

admission requirements that stated: a study should employ, 

at least, a quasi-experimental design, contain a statisti- 

cal analysis of the data, and report on a follow-up of at 

least six months. The researchers grouped the studies 

under the headings: family and community intervention, 

contingency management, counselling, diversion, biomedical 

assistance, miscellaneous treatment, and some discussion of 

studies dealing v/ith the problems of alcoholism and drug 

abuse among offenders. 

Gendreau and Ross (1979:469) carefully concluded 

that "The effects of these programs have been shown to 

contribute indirectly to reducing criminality. In addi- 

tion, the types of treatment offered suggest useful 

directions for further correctional programs", Gendreau 
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and Ross also argued that the "nothing works" doctrine 

created a negative view of correctional treatment programs, 

thereby allowing the correctional system to escape its own 

responsibility. If offenders are classified as untreatable 

the system then makes it apparent that it cannot be held 

responsible for his success or his failure (Gendreau and 

Ross, 1979:488-499). Such a view warrants little merit in 

the eyes of Gendreau, and Ross. 

A Different View 

An alternative view of correctional treatment pro- 

grams-—especially community based residential programs— 

states that such programs are required, regardless of 

outcomes, because they provide an essential social service. 

Additionally, treatment programs represent a more 

humanitarian means of dealing with criminal offenders. 

Normandeau and Hasenpusch maintain that: 

...many secondary or corrective crime and delinquency 
prevention programs provide valuable social services 
for their clients, even if they have no preventive 
effect whatsoever. An evaluation of such programs, 
v/hich is likely to show a lack of preventive effects, 
must not be used to justify the withdrawal of these 
social services (Normandeau and Hasenpusch, 1980:314). 

Additionally, it has been noted by Haley (1982:213) 

—in light of the "nothing/something works debate”—that 

justice and humaneness are critical issues in the incarce- 

ration of offenders. Humane treatment refers to the 

incarceration of offenders, "v/ithout suffering deterioration 



or damage during their sentence" (Haley, 1982:213). The 

debilitating effects of incarceration environments exact a 

toll on the emotional, psychological, and maturational- need 

of inmates (Cohen and Taylor, 1972). And, residential 

treatment programs, such as Kairos, definitely provide for 

a greater degree of "normal social interactions and daily 

living" (Haley, 1982:213). 

Lamb and Goertzel (1975:39), in their evaluation of 

a community based treatment program, have concluded that 

although recidivism wasn't reduced, it wasn't increased 

either. Similarly, Dale A.rdron (1980:25) has concluded 

that residential and other institutional programs in 

Ontario, although not showing any reduction in recidivism, 

have not shown any increases; but, innovative .treatment 

programs have shown increased employment, especially during 

incarceration, and have "demonstrated that many more men 

are able to continue community employment while under 

sentence than had heretofore been thought possible..." 

(Lamb and Goertzel, 1975:39). This demonstrates that 

serious offenders can serve their sentences in a setting in 

v/hich they can engage in competitive employment, keep in 

contact with their families, continue in educational pro- 

grams, and participate in therapeutic program.s. 

Some researchers argue that there is too little 

treatme.nt offered to offenders. For example, it has been 

estimated that in the United States, less than 5 percent of 
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an annual $5 billion budget is spent on federal, state and 

local rehabilitation programs (Channeles, 1976:134). 

Similar doubts about a $552 million Canadian budget, have 

also been raised (Haley, 1982:205-206). Some researchers 

maintain that we need more, and not less, offender treat- 

ment programs. 

But what about the issue of research? James 

Hackler (1974; 1975) suggests—as noted by Normandeau and 

Hasenpusch (1980:314)—that researchers should decide not 

to evaluate certain programs, or to at least present their 

results in an inconclusive manner. Suggestions that 

further studies are required has always been a method 

employed by researchers who have a concern about justifying 

a program's existence to administrators. Hackler (1974) 

also suggests that researchers should seek assurances that 

the results of progreim studies will only be used to improve 

the program under examination. In this instance, research 

would remain a neutral element and could not become a tool 

to be used by cost-conscious administrators or career- 

enhancing researchers. 

A Perspective On Conducting 
Further Research 

The voluminous amounts of research dealing with 

correctional treatment programs and the disparate points of 

view exemplified by the researchers, indicates the state of 

"crises” (Aultman and V7right, 19 82:16) in this field of 



study. One observer of the—"nothing/something works" 

debate, has claimed that the conclusions of both Palmer and 

Martinson were probably, due to "the discovery of improbable 

random events through sheer diligence" (Robison, 1976: 

483-86). 

The vast majority of program evaluations in 

corrections do not come near the ideal of what constitutes 

—so called—valid scientific research. Other areas of 

research, such as biology, are far more conducive to the 

use of experimental research than is the area of correct- 

ional treatment programs. In fact, after some 65 years of 

research, we know very little, more about what constitutes 

effective treatment of offenders, and hardly any more about 

significant predictors of recidivism, despite the attempts 

of researchers to employ scientific techniques. 

The discrepant reports filed in the literature by 

the—so called—experts, leave many researchers suspicious. 

Similar to Hackler, some researchers favour a more modest 

inquiry; since the "data presently b4ing generated provide 

few insights into v;hat is being accomplished..." (Hackler, 

1978:89). 

In his book, "The Prevention of Youthful Crit:\e: 

The Great Stumble For\fard," Hackler cites a study by 

Heckbert (1976) that examined the influence of day parole 

on inmates from the Alberta correctional system. Heckbert' 

study v;as "primarily descriptive" and yielded some 
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changes in the program may be suggested in an effort to 

better serve a wider range of offender types. Such modifi- 

cations, coupled with extended research and analysis V7ill— 

in the long run—help to improve the type of services which 

correctional systems extend to their inmate populations. 

In conducting this type of research? investigators 

can circumvent the "nothing/something v^orks" debate 

entirely. Community based correctional treatment programs 

are here to stay, even if for no other reason than that 

they are less expensive than the traditional institutional 

mode of incarceration (Smith, 1976:2). At this point, 

researchers should be more concerned with asking: What 

type of treatment is most effective for v/hat type of 

offender? (Logan, 1972:378), and. What aspects of treatment 

programs have an impact upon the rate of recidivism (Logan, 

1972:378) . 

The value of the ’’nothing/something works” debate 

has been summarized by Gendreau and Ross, who maintain that 

the arguments: 

...are persuasive, the language used often brilliant, 
the metaphors appealing, and the objectivity sadly 
lacking. The antagonists—who represent .a mixture of 
different disciplines (e.g., sociology, economics, 
political science, psychology) and professions (e.g., 
academicians, administrators, clinicians) seem to be 
more intent on v/inning arguments than seeking truth 
(Gendreau and Ross, 1979:464-465). 

Obviously, there is no panacea for correctional 

treatment programs; there is no one v;ay to rehabilitate 



offenders; nor is there any way to establish-—as Martinson 

el al. (i975)^, Tiad been charged to do by the New York 

State Governor’s Special Committee on Criminal Offenders 

(Martinson, 1974:23)—what is the most effective means of 

prisoner rehabilitation. 

As long as correctional treatment programs continue 

to exist and be created, then there will be an interest in 

the outcomes of such programs* participants. In-depth 

examinations of these programs can only serve to increase 

and contribute to the already existing body of knowledge. 

In this way, it is hoped that incremental improvements may 

be instituted, and that treatment programs will evolve into 

ever more effective v/ays of dealing with criminal offenders 

Summary 

Early research conducted on offenders is revealing 

in that a close examination of the report by Heacox leads 

one to question how far we heive actually come in some 65 

years of evaluation in correctional treatment programs. 

The work that eventually v/as published by 
Martinson, Lipton, and Willis, for the Governor’s Special 
Committee on Criminal Offenders, was entitled: "The 
Effectiveness of Correctional Treatment: A Survey of 
Treatment Evaluation Studies". Two outspoken proponents of 
the "something works” side of the debate, Robert Ross and 
Paul Gendreau, have compiled a group of articles in a 
volume entitled: "Effective Correctional Treatment” (1980) 
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Correctional research has tended to take two general forms, 

or a combination of both: evaluation studies and prediction 

studies. By the mid-1970’s, some investigators-were 

questioning the efficacy of correctional treatment programs, 

and researchers were subsequently divided into two schools 

of thought—those who supported the “nothing works” 

doctrine, and those who supported the “something works" 

doctrine. Eventually, a position of neutrality emerged, 

based on the evidence that treatment programs did not 

increase recidivism, while at the same time permitting a 

more humanitarian means of dealing with criminal offenders. 

This suggests a perspective for continued research which 

can yield "pay-offs", without being em.broiled in the 

"nothing/something works” debate. In-depth research, v;ith 

modest goals, is a point of view held by many researchers, 

especially x^hen it comes to the examination of specific 

correctional agencies, and the nature of their "differential 

effects" upon residents. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Most researchers in the field of correctional treat- 

ment programs are aware of the almost universal use of 

recidivism as a measure for the effectiveness of such 

programs. This point has been made recently by Gendreau and 

Leipciger (1978:3), who claim that the efficacy of such 

measures is undermined by the many ways in which the term 

"recidivism" has been operationalized. For some researchers 

recidivism could simply mean a rearrest? for others a re- 

conviction; and for others recidivism might refer to 

incarceration only. 

Recidivism Outcome Index 

Attempts to operationalize the term recidivism 

should extend beyond "all or none" criteria. Strong propo- 

nents of this view are convinced that recidivism, "should 

be conceptualized as more than a binary classification but 

rather multi-dimensional v;ith different probabilities 

associated with different programs and individuals" 

(Gendreau and Leipciger, 1978:4). 
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Following the lead of Gendreau and Leipciger, the 

present study will employ the use of a "Recidivism Outcome 

Index". The recidivism outcome index used in this study 

is a modified version of the Gendreau and Leipciger 

(1978:9) index—although the present index does not allow 

for as many outcome possibilities, it is slightly more 

discriminating over a lesser range of outcomes. The pre- 

sent study's index is a five-point scale based upon the 

type of recontact which the recidivist had with the 

criminal justice system. 

RECIDIVISM OUTCOME INDEX 

Recontact 

Probation 

Fine/Default Tearm Convicted of an offence and fined-- 
subject to default in-paying the 
fine liable for a term of imprison- 
ment . 

Term Convicted of an offence for which 
a sentence results in a term of 
imprisonment; this includes 
technical parole viol-ation possibly 
accompanied by further charges 
which may, or may not, have carried 
a conviction. 

No illegal activities of any kind 
available on any records. 
(Gendreau and Leipciger, 1978:8). 

Arrested for one or more lax^; 
violations with no conviction and 
no disposition as a result of 
absconding, i.e., wanted. 

Convicted of an offence and 
sentenced to probation. 
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The recidivism outcome index makes it possible to 

measure recidivism in several ways. From an ’’all or none” 

perspective, it will be possible to see how many Kairos 

residents had no subsequent contact with the criminal 

justice system, and how many did have contact. The all or 

none perspective provides for the most conservative 

estimate of recidivism, vjhich will be the chief measure— 

among others--that v/ill be employed in the present study. 

Additionally, less severe forms of recontact measured by 

subsequent court dispositions, such as recontact, probation, 

etc., may be dropped to produce a less stringent and less 

conservative measure of recidivism. 

Recidivism Measurement 

Recidivism was measured for a one-year period 

follov/ing the residents' release from incarceration. Both 

those residents v/ho had completed their term of incarce- 

ration and V7ere released fromt Kairos, and those residents 

who had been returned to the correctional centre to finish 

their term of incarceration, were included in the study. 

All residents, regardless of V7hether they successfully 

completed their term of incarceration, or how long they 

were residents, were included in this study. 
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In addition to this, the data gathering instrument* 

was designed so that recidivism data could be collected for 

a longer period of time~~depending on which year any par-^ 

ticular resident resided at Kairos. This amounts to 

additional recidivism information for the years 1976, 1977, 

1978, of 4, 3, and 2 year follow-up periods respectively. 

Residents for 1979 were scrutinized for a one year follov7-up 

period. 

The Study Subjects 

The subjects for this study represent an entire 

population, or universe. There were 215 Kairos residents 

who were released from custody between January, -1976, and 

December, 1979. Therefore, it v;as possible to establish a 

population mean of non-recidivists and recidivists. The 

study sample was then divided into various sub-populations 

for the purpose of comparison. 

The sub-populations of the sample consist of 

residents of a particular age; residents with a certain 

level of educational attainment; Native residents; residents 

with no previous record; residents with previous criminal 

records, etc. 

* 

See Appendix A. 
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Questions and Hypotheses 

There are several questions and two specific 

hypotheses of interest to the present researcher: 

Question 1. What are the recidivism measures for the 

participants of the Kairos program? 

Question 2. Kow do sub-population recidivism measures 

differ from the population m.ean? 

Question 3. What is the relative strength, or order, 

of social history characteristics as 

predictors of recidivism for the Kairos 

program? 

HYPOTHESIS 1. SELLER COUNSELLOR CASELOADS CONTRIBUTE 
TO LOWER RECIDIVISM PASTES. 

Several studies have reported that smaller case- 

loads among treatment staff resulted in lower recidivism 

rates. Massimo (1963), evaluated a program v;ith a psycho- 

therapeutic approach; one distinguishing feature of this 

program was its small size. Similarly, Adams (1966), 

Feistman (1966), and Pillinick (1967), show that programs 

v/here probation officers had smaller caseloads, also had 

lov/er recidivism rates . 

For the period of time which the present study 

proposes to cover, there were two distinct periods in which 

the average occupancy rate, at Kairos, was ten residents 

and less; the other, fourteen residents or more. These tv/o 

periods would be represented by the years 1976 and 1979, 
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respectively. Although the occupancy rate increased in the 

period between 1976 and 1979, the treatment staff actually 

decreased. 

HYPOTHESIS 2. BROKEN AND INTERRUPTED COUNSELLOR/CLIENT 
'' RELATIONSHIPS RESULT IN HIGHER RECIDIVISM 
RATES. 

Another program characteristic which has been shown 

to have an impact upon the rate of recidivism, is the turn- 

over among treatment staff (Harrison and Mueller, 1964), 

Staff turnover can be very disruptive to rehabilitation 

programs; a lack of continuity can be very detrimental to 

the individual undergoing treatment. 'Unlike many group 

homes, Kairos has been able to provide a service v/hich is 

noted for its continuity—in terms of counsellor/client 

relationships. Kairos treatment staff have normally 

committed themselves for periods which are one year in 

length (Kairos staff remained virtually unchanged for the 

first tv70 years of operation) ; but there is one period of 

time, in the operation of the Kairos program, when there 

was a fairly rapid turnover among the treatment staff. 

This particular period extended over several -months and 

allov/s for a comparison of resident outcomes—at this time 

—to the population as a whole. 
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Data Gathering 

A data collection form (see Appendix A) was 

completed for each of the 215 residents. Main Office files 

of the Ministry of Correctional Services, Ontario; and 

Adult Information Services (A. I. S.) profiles (see 

Appendix B), were examined for relevant data. Recidivism 

data, and data concerning criminal history were achieved by 

examination of files, obtained on micro-film, from the 

Ministry of Correctional Services: (F. P. S.) reports. 

Additional information was gathered from individual case 

files retained at Kairos Community Resource Centre. 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis was directed at determining differ- 

ences between certain sub-populations of the Kairos sample 

and the population mean, and at determining the strength of 

the associations between social history characteristics and 

outcome measures. Statistical evaluation was accomplished 

2 
by the use of a chi-square (x ), and t-test (Blalock, 1972). 

Data analysis was conducted through the use of 

Lakehead University's 360-IBM and Vax computer. Data was 

coded and card-punched, for part of the analysis, using the 

SPSS (Nie, et al., 1975). Additionally, a data file was 

created on the Vax, and subsequent data analysis was 

accomplished v;ith the SCSS (Nie, et al. , 1980). 
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SUMT4j>iRY 

Understanding recidivism is complicated by the many 

ways in which the term has been operationalized by research- 

ers. One way of alleviating some of the confusion is to 

employ multiple definitions of the term? it was proposed 

that this be accomplished through the use of a "Recidivism 

Outcome Index”. This enables researchers to summarize 

recidivism data in terms of strict definitions, as well as 

less strict definitions. Recidivism is most often measured 

for follow-up periods of six months to one year. It is 

suggested that more longitudinal examinations of treatment 

programs are required to reveal participants * outcomes over 

extended periods of time. In the case of a small program, 

like Kairos, it was possible to collect data on an entire 

population—so the study subjects represented an entire 

universe. Questions were directed at program participants 

and their outcomes. This included aggregate recidivism 

data for various sub-populations, as well as an examination 

of the strength of social history characteristics as pre- 
1 

dictors of recidivism. Hypotheses were directed to testing 

for some impact upon the level of recidivism/ due to the 

structure of the Kairos program. Data, for the study, was 

gathered from correctional files and other official records 

and reports. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The findings are presented in tabular and graphic 

form. Background or social history characteristics are 

presented first, followed by the findings of the study and 

an examination of the hypotheses. 

Social History Characteristics 

This section of the analysis is presented in two 

parts. The first set of data to be presented are the 

social history characteristics as they pertain to the 

individual, such as race, age, and education: and second, 

biographical data as it pertains to the individual's 

'’current offence", previous criminality, and recidivism, 

TABLE 1 

RACE 

9    

TOTAL CUMULATIVE 
VALUE M % % LABEL 

1 176 81.9 81.9 WHITE 
2 39 18.1 18.1 NATIVE 

215 = TOTAL N 
215 = VALID N 
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TABLE 2 

AGE 

TOTAL CUMULATIVE 
VALUE N 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
40 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
49 
60 
63 
OM 

17 
20 
21 
17 
29 
16 
11 
6 
9 
7 
6 
8 
5 
3 
2 
1 
4 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
IM 

7 
9 
9 
7 

13 
7.4 
5.1 

8 
2 
3 
8 
7 
3 
4 

.9 

.5 
i;9 
1.4 
. .9 
.9 

1.4 
.9 

1.4 
.5 
.5 
.5 

1.4 
.5 
.5 

1.4 
1.4 
.9 
.5 
.5M 

7.9 
17.3 
27.1 
35.0 
48.6 
56.1 
61.2 
64.0 
68.2 
71.5 
74.3 
78.0 
80.4 
81.8 
82.7 
83.2 
85.0 
86.4 
87 
88 
89 
90 
92 
92 
93.0 
93.5 
94.9 
95.3 
95.8 
97.2 
98.6 
99.5* 

100.0 
NA 

MEAN = 24.159 

TOTAL N= 215 
VALID N ~ 214 
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Table 1 shows that the group of Kairos residents 

under study contained a significant--but small—minority of 

Natives —18.1%. The remaining residents (81.9%) v^ere 

White. 

In Table 2, the subjects' ages are reported: the 

mean age is 24 years; but it is evident that the mode (20 

years) is more representative of the age of Kairos resi- 

dents. Over one-half (120) of the subjects are 21 years 

old or younger. The median age occurs betx^^een 20-21 years. 

From Table 3, it can be determined that a clear 

majority (63.3%) of Kairos residents had never been 

married, or had lived in a common-law arrangement, or were 

still married. 

TABLE 3 

MARITAL STATUS 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
OM 

136 
30 
24 
15 
7 
2 
IM 

63.3 
14.0 
11.2 
7.0 
3.3 
.9 
. 5M 

63.6 
77.6 
88.8 
95.8 
99.1 

100.0 
NA 

Single 
Married 
Common-Lav; 
Separated 
Divorced 
Widowed 

215 
214 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 



Table 4 indicates that 50 Kairos residents had one 

or more dependents. This Table v/as collapsed from a pre- 

vious table, vzhich indicated that of the 50 residents v7ho 

had dependents, 15 had 3 or more dependents, and 35 had two 

or less. 

TABLE 4 

DEPENDENTS 

TOTAL CUMULATIVE 
VALUE N % % LABEL 

1 164 76.3 76.6 None 
50 23.3 100.0 One or More 

215 = TOTAL N 
214 = VALID N 

The Grade Level Last Attended data, represented in 

Table 5, is self-reported data--similar to the data from 

Tables 3 and 4. Therefore, this data should be viewed 

rather cautiously. On the A. I. S. form (see Appendix B), 

this information is supposed to represent the highest grade 

completed. In many—if not raost--instances, the individual 

involved will state they have completed schooling at a 

level which they only last attended.* Often times this 

■jt 

The present researcher was cautioned about this by 
the Clerk of Inmate Records at the Thunder Bay Correctional 
Centre, and by one of the researchers on staff with the 
Ministry, as well as being aware of these difficulties due 
to my ov/n experience as a Kairos employee. 
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information does not actually represent attendance at a 

normal public or secondary school, but at an institutional 

school. 

TABLE 5 

GRADE LEVEL LAST ATTENDED 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
OM 

15 
24 
46 
68 
22 
21 
2 
6 
4 
3 
4M 

7.0 
11.2 
21.4 
31.6 
10.2 
9.8 
.9 

2.8 
1.9 
1.4 
1.9M 

7.1 
18.5 
40.3 
72.5 
82.9 
92.9 
93.8 
96.7 
98.6 

100.0 
NA 

Grade 1 to 7 
Grade 8 
Grade 9 
Grade 10 
Grade 11 
Grade 12 
Grade 13 
University/Col1ege 
Technical and Trades 
Other Post-Secondary 

215 
211 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

Even when mindful of the above cautions, it is 

obvious that the educational level attained by the Kairos 

residents is low: 39 had grade 8 or less; 114 had attained 

a grade 9 and 10 level; and only 13 had some post-secondary 

education. 

Table 6 represents data from a previous table which 

V7as collapsed to form the new table. On this previous 

table, the mean age for leaving school was calculated at 

16.27 years—just barely above the legal minimum age of 

required school attendance. 
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TABLE 6 

AGE LEFT SCHOOL 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

1 
2 
3 
OM 

43 
128 
40 
4M 

20.0 
59.5 
18.6 
1.9 

20.4 
81.0 

100.0 
NA 

Age 15 or Less 
Sixteen and Seventeen 
Eighteen to Twenty-one 

215 == TOTAL N 
211 = VALID N 

TABLE 7 

OCCUPATION 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
OM 

1 
1 
2 

22 
10 

162 
13 
1 
3M 

215 = 
212 = 

10 
4 

75 
6 

5 
5 
9 
4 
7 
3 
0 
5 
4M 

.5 

.9 
1.9 

12.3 
17.0 
93.4 
99.5 

100.0 
NA 

Managerial 
Professional/Technical 
Clerical and Sales 
Craftsman 
Personal Services 
Labourer Unskilled 
Student 
Other 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

Despite the fact that some 35% of all residents were 

19 years old or younger—at the time of the offence current 

to this study—only 13 as indicated in Table 1, listed 

their full-time occupation as student. An overwhelming 
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majority (75«3%), listed their occupation as unskilled 

labourer. Craftsmen formed the only other significantly 

sized group, and accounted for only 22 of 215 of the resi- 

dents (10.2%). Managerial, professional/technical, and 

clerical/sales contributed another 1.9%, and the service 

occupations accounted for 10 residents, or another 4.7%, 

Managerial, professional/technical, clerical/sales, and 

personal services occupations, combined, accounted for only 

14 residents in total (6.6%). 
V 

Similar to the data reported in some previous 

tables, the data for Table 8 is also self-reported, and as 

such, must also be viewed cautiously. Significantly, 

though, 65 (30,2%) of the residents indicated that they 

v;ere heavy drinkers; although it is likely that there were 

less than the 20 abstainers and 125 moderate drinkers v;hich 

were recorded. 

TABLE 8 

ALCOHOL USE 

TOTAL CUMULATIVE 
VALUE N % % -LABEL 

1 20 9.3 9.5 Abstainers 
2 125 58.1 69.0 Moderate Drinkers 
3 65 30.2 100.0 Heavy Drinkers 
OM 5M 2.3M NA 

215 = TOTAL N 
210 = VALID N 
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Most of the residents who were released from cus- 

tody and had resided at Kairos were from the Province of 

Ontario. Table 9 establishes that 207 out of 215 residents 

(96.3%) v/ere residents of Ontario. A separate examination 

of Kairos files revealed that of those 207 Ontario 

residents, 187 (86.9%) were either from Thunder Bay or the 

rest of Northv/estern Ontario. 

TABLE 9 

ONTARIO RESIDENTS 

TOTAL CUMULATIVE 
VALUE N % % LABEL 

1 207 96.3 96.3 Yes 
2 8 3.7 100.0 No 

215 = TOTAL N 
215 = VALID N 

Criminal Biographical Data 

Previous incarcerations and the number of previous 

convictions, represents two important variables in recidi- 

vism studies; these variables give recidivism researchers 

some idea of the extent of previous criminal"involvement of 

the subjects under study. 

Table 10 shows that just over one-half (56.7%) of 

the Kairos residents had no previous incarcerations. A 

total of 79 residents (36.8%) had 3 or less incarcerations; 
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and 14 residents (6.5%) had 4 or more incarcerations. There 

were 93 residents (43.3%), in total, who had previous incar- 

cerations. 

TABLE 10 

PREVIOUS INCARCERATIONS 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

38 
23 
13 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 

122 

215 
215 

17.7 
13.0 
6.1 
1.9 
1.9 
.9 
.9 
.9 

56.7 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

17.7 
30.7 
36.8 
38.7 
40.6 
41.5 
42.4 
43.3 

100,0 

1 Incarceration 
2 Incarcerations 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 or More Incarcerations 
No Incarcerations 

A less severe--but more inclusive—measure of pre- 

vious criminality is indicated by the results reported in 

Table 11. The number of previous conviction dates refers 

to any previous conviction received by Kairos residents for 

v/hich a term of imprisonment v/as not part of the disposition 

Accordingly, 87 residents (40.5%) had no previous convict- 

ions, and as such they were first-time offenders; those with 

previous convictions totalled 128 residents (59.5%). Over 

50% of the 215 residents had some previous conviction; 87 

residents (40.4%) had 3 or-less previous convictions, and 

41 residents (19.1%) had 4 or more previous convictions. 



TABLE 11 

PREVIOUS CONVICTION DATES 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

30 
34 
23 
10 
7 
9 
5 

10 
87 

215 
215 

13.9 
15.8 
10 
4 
3 
4 
2 
4 

40 

13.9 
29.7 
40.4 
45.1 
48.4 
52.5 
54.8 
59.5 

100.0 

1 Conviction 
2 Convictions 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 or More Convictions 
No Convictions 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

From the data presented in Tables 10 and 11, it is 

possible to calculate the percentage of those v/ith previous 

convictions who were also previously incarcerated. 

Therefore, 93 of the 123 persons with previous convictions 

(72.6%), were also previously incarcerated. 

The major purpose, stated by the residents, for 

their transfer to the C. R. C., v/as to work. From Table 12 

it can be ascertained that three-quarters, or 163 residents 

listed v7ork as their purpose vzhen transferring to Kairos; 

38 residents (17.7%) listed education; one resident trans- 

ferred for health reasons; and 13 residents are listed as 

other. Transfers listed as other could indicate some 

residents v/ho came to Kairos for unstated health reasons. 
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or for their own protection—possibly after having gained a 

reputation as a "rat*’ at the correctional centre. 

TABLE 12 

PURPOSE OF TRANSFER TO C. R. C 

TOTAL CUMULATIVE 
VALUE N % % LABEL 

1 163 75.8 75,8 Work 
2 38 17.7 93.5 Education 
3 1 .5 94.0 Health 
4 13 6.0 100,0 Other 

215 = TOTAL N 
215 = VALID N 

In Table 13, information concerning residents' 

release status from Kairos is presented. Between those 

residents who satisfied their sentences—completed their 

term of incarceration—and those residents who resided at 

Kairos until they were released on parole, there were 137 

residents (63,7%) who successfully completed the Kairos 

program. There were 70 residents who either had their 

temporary absence passes (permits to reside at Kairos) 

revoked,*; and were then returned to the correctional centre. 

The category "other" represents residents who may have 

voluntarily decided to return to the correctional centre, 

or who were removed for sensitive and therefore unrecorded 

reasons. In all, 7 8 residents did not complete their stay 

at Kairos. 
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TABLE 13 

STATUS I^THEN RELEASED FROM KAIROS 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

95 
42 

13 
57 
8 

215 
215 

44.2 
19.5 

6.0 
26.5 
3.7 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

44.2 
63.7 

69.8 
96.3 

100.0 

Satisfied Sentence 
Satisfied Sentence 
(Paroled) 

Escaped 
T. A. P. Revoked 
Other 

A "final status" represents a resident’s status 

upon release from custody; whether that occurred from Kairos 

or from a correctional centre. In Table 14^ final status 

data is presented; in total, 156 residents satisfied their 

sentences, which means an additional 61 residents--that is 

in addition to the 95 residents who satisfied their sen- 

tence at Kairos—completed their term of incarceration at a 

correctional centre. One interesting result is indicated 

in the number of residents who ultimately received parole. 

From among the total of 49 residents who v/ere granted 

parole, 42 of them, had success.fully completed the Kairos 

progr.am (85,7%) , Out of 78 residents v7ho did not complete 

their stay at Kairos, only 7 were granted parole (8.9%). 

Other release possibilities include unconditional releases 

due to successful conviction appeals. 



Differences between the Kairos release status and 

final release status occurred because 78 residents did not 

complete their term of incarceration as Kairos residents, 

or did not remain Kairos residents until released on parole 

TABLE 14 

FINAL STATUS WHEN RELEASED FROM CUSTODY 

TOTAL CUMULATIVE 
VALUE N % % LABEL 

1 156 72,6 72.6 Satisfied Sentence 
49 22.8 95.4 Satisfied Sentence 

(Paroled) 
10 4.6 100.0 Other 

215 = TOTAL N 
215 = VALID N 

Status differences can be accounted for from the 

information in Table 15; residents’ T. A, P.'s were revoked 

for several reasons. Most residents' T. A. P.'s were re~ 

voked due to inappropriate behaviours resulting from 

drinking or drug use: when a resident was permitted to 

leave the premises—these occasions are referred to as 

"leisure passes." 

As seen earlier, with information presented in 

Table 13, 137 residents did not have their T. A. P.'s re- 

voked. Severe behaviour problems, alcohol use and drug use 

accounted for 52 of the 78 residents who were returned to 

the correctional centre (66.6%); and, additionally, 13 
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residents were illegally at large or just simply left the 

premises: escaped (16,6%). Thirteen other residents also 

had their T. A. P.'s revoked; this could have occurred 

voluntarily, or because a resident may have been temporarily 

attending a rehabilitation/therapy program, which he failed 

to complete. The latter cause for a T, A. P. being revoked 

reduces to an alcohol or drug problem, but may not have 

resulted from any specific incident at the Kairos residence. 

TABLE 15 

REASON FOR T. A. P. BEING REVOKED 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

137 
20 
25 
7 

13 
13 

215 
215 

63.7 
9.3 

11 
3 
6 
6 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

63.7 
73.0 
34'. 6 
88.0 
94.0 

100.0 

Not Revoked 
Drugs 
Alcohol 
Behaviour 
Escape 
Other 

There were other residents who had their T. A. P.'s 

temporarily revoked. This was a measure employed as a 

"scare tactic". If a resident had been misbehaving he 

could, on accasion, be returned to the correctional centre 

over the weekend—or longer. The intention was to have him 

returned to Kairos by Monday; but, the resident v;ould not 

be aware of this fact. This measure was employed, only 



sparingly, in cases where it was felt that a fairly severe 

punishment v/as required for some excessive behaviour which 

did not warrant a full T, A. P. revokation. The individual 

v7ho was treated in such a way was usually restricted to 

minimal privileges upon his return to Kairos. From Table 

16, it can be determined that only 14 residents received 

such treatment through the first four years of the program's 

operation. 

TABLE 16 

TEMPORARILY REVOKED T. A. P 

VAI.UE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

14 
201 

215 
215 

6.6 
93.4 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

6.6 
100.0 

Yes 
No 

TABLE 17 

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE STAY 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

• LABEL 

1 
2 
3 
4 
OM 

60 
102 
47 
4 
2M 

27.9 
47.4 
21.9 
1.9 
.9 

28.2 
76.1 
98.0 

100.0 
NA 

1~30 days 
31-90 days 
4-9 months 
Over 9 months 

215 = TOTAL N 
213 = VALID N 
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From a previous table, the length of residence stay 

was found to average 77.26 days, or roughly two and one-half 

months. In Table 17, the length of residence stay values 

have been collapsed into four categories. Accordingly, 

almost one-half (47.4%) of the residents resided at Kairos 

for a period betv?een 31 and 90 days. 

TABLE 18 

WORK STATUS WHILE AT C. R. C 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

26 
85 
28 
39 

20 
8 
9 

215 
215 

12.1 
39.5 
13.1 
18.1 

9.3 
3.7 
4.2 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

12.1 
51.6 
64.7 
82.8 

92.1 
95.8 

100.0 

Seeking a Job 
Employed 
Employed Intermittently 
Attended Education 
Program 
Employed/Education 
Unemployed 
Other 

The work status of residents varied considerably. 

From Table 7, there were only 13 residents (6.0%) who listed 

their full-time occuoation as student, and from Table 13 

there is an indication that a considerable change took place 

as 38 residents (17.7%) indicated that the purpose of their 

transfer to Kairos was to attend an education program. 

From Table 18, it can be seen that 39 residents 

(18.1%), had become full-time students. In addition to 
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this, 20 more residents both attended some form of educa- 

tional program, and v/orked, while they v;ere residents at 

Kairos. Many of these individuals, for example, v/ould have 

attended manpower vocational retraining programs—such as 

the "cutter-skidder" course—and subsequently obtained 

employment before their release, parole, or return to the 

correctional centre. 

Of those 34 residents (15.8%) who actually did not 

v7ork; 8 were either unemployed (3.7%), or unsuccessfully 

sought a job v/hile residents at Kairos (26 or 12.1%). 

There were 43 residents, in total, who were not employed, 

or who were not attending an educational program. There 

v/ere 85 residents (39.5%) who were successfully employed 

during the duration of their stay, and there were 28 resi- 

dents (13.1%) v7ho V7ere sporadically employed--doing casual 

labour and odd jobs, etc. Some residents were there to do 

volunteer work, and were not gainfully employed; some 

residents were there for medical reasons: 9 persons (4.2%). 

Table 19 indicates residents' employment status; 43 

residents (20.0%) are classed as "not applicable.” The 

residents in this category represent those residents from 

Table 18, in categories 1, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. These 

are the 43 residents who were not employed or involved in 

an educational program. Of the remaining 172 residents, 

101 v;ere employed as labourers (58.8%). This represents a 

reduction of 16.5% in the category of labourer from the 
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information reported in Table 7. The reduction is due, in 

part, to the 12.1% increase in full-time students, as well 

as the non-working status of residents who might very well 

list their occupation as the same; but for one reason, or 

another, were unemployed while residents at Kairos. 

TABLE 19 

TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT WHILE AT C. R, C 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

1 
1 

16 
11 

101 
39 
3 

43 

215 
215 

.5 

.5 
7.4 
5.1 

47.0 
18.1 
1.4 

20.0 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

.5 
1.0 
8.4 

13.5 
60.5 
78.6 
80.0 

100.0 

Managerial 
Professional/Technical 
Craftsman 
Personal Services 
Labourer 
Student 
Other 
Not A.pplicable 

Kairos residents attended several types of educa- 

tional programs. These programs ranged from regular high 

school classes, to college or university level programs. 

There v;ere several other special programs which v/ere 

attended by Kairos residents; these included Canada 

Manpower's Basic Job Readiness Training (B. J. R, T.); and 

the City of Thunder Bay's Work Activities Program (W. A. P.) 

--the above two programs taught basic "life skills"—as 

v/ell as college upgrading programs. 
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From Table 20, it is evident that of the 59 resi- 

dents who attended educational programs—full or part-time 

—25 residents (42.3%) attended the Manpower Vocational 

Retraining programs. Regular college, upgrading, and high 

school programs were next v;ith 9, 8, and 11 residents, 

respectively, attending them. Regular high school was the 

least attended type of program. 

TABLE 20 

SCHOOL COURSE ATTENDED WHILE AT C. R. C 

VALUE N 
TOTAL CUMULATIVE 

LABEL 

7 
4 
8 
4 

25 
9 
2 

156 

215 
215 

3.3 
1.9 
3.7 
1.9 

11.6 
4.1 
.9 

72.6 

TOTAL N 
VALID N 

3.3 
5.2 
8.9 

10.8 
22.4 
26.5 
27.4 

100.0 

B. J. R. T. 
W. A. P. 
College Upgrading 
High School 
Manpov/er Retraining 
College/University 
Other 
Not Applicable 

Measures of Association 

In this section the various variables are examined 

for significant measures of association. Specifically, 

measures of association which are related to the outcome 

measure of recidivism/non-recidivism. Additionally, some 

other variables are also examined for measures of associa- 

tion ► 



In _Table_ 21,. recidivism is measured by race . In 

this example there is an inverse relationship between the 

two variables (67.0% White non-recidivists and 66.7% Native 

recidivists; 33.0% White recidivists and 33.3% Native non- 

recidivists). According to the information in this Table, 

Native residents were far more likely to recidivate than 

were their White counterparts. 

TABLE 21 

RECIDIVISM BY RACE 

N; R% RECIDIVISTS 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

0. 

TOTAL 

CHI-SQ 

58 
33.0 

26 
66.7 

84 
39.1 

15.242 

118 
67.0 

13 
33.3 

131 
60.9 

SIG. = . 000* 

176 

39 

215 

White 

Native 

DF 

There are several other variables which have a 

significant association with the variable Race, one of 

these is Alcohol Use. In Table 22, it can be determined, 

by reading the row percentages, that over one-half (51.3%) 

of the Native residents indicated that they v/ere heavy 

drinkers. Only one Native resident claimed to be an 

•k 

Significance is less than .001. 
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abstainer. Native heavy drinkers represent 30.8% of heavy 

drinking Kairos residents; although they only represent 

18.1% of all Kairos residents. Kairos residents who vzere 

moderate drinkers totaled 125 (62.6% White and 14.4% Native* 

Native). 

TABLE 22 

ALCOHOL BY RACE 

MODERATE HEAVY 
N;R% ABSTAINS DRINKER DRINKER TOTAL 

1. 19 
11.1 

107 
62.6 

45 
26.3 

171 White 

1 
2.6 

18 
46.2 

20 
51.3 

39 Native 

20 
9.5 

CHI-SQ = 10.269 

125 
59.5 

65 
31.0 

SIG .006 

210 

DF = 2 

Another variable significantly associated \\rith Race 

is Grade Level Last Attended. In Table 23, it is reported 

that there v/ere 15 Native residents (38,5%) who had 

attended grade 8 or less; over one-half (53.8%) had 

attended grade 9 and 10; but fewer than three* residents who 

v/ere Native had attended any post-secondary educational 

programs. Native residents were over-represented, in the 

"Grade 8 or Less" category, by over twice their percentage 

of representation in the population as a whole (18.1% vs. 

38.5%) . 
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TABLE 23 

GRADE LEVEL LAST ATTENDED BY RACE 

GRADE NINE ELEVEN SOME 
8 OR AND TO POST- 

N;R% LESS TEN THIRTEEN SECONDARY TOTAL 

1. 24 
14.0 

93 44 
54.0 25.6 

11 
6.4 

172 White 

15 21 3 
38.5 53.8 7.7 

39 114 47 
18.5 54.0 22.3 

CHI-SQ = 16.575 SIG. 

0 39 Native 
.0 

11 211 
5.2 

.001 DF = 3 

TABLE 24 

PREVIOUS CONVICTION DATES BY PvACE 

PREVIOUS NO PREVIOUS 
N;R% CONVICTIONS CONVICTIONS TOTAL 

1. 98 
55.7 

78 176 White 
44.3 

30 9 39 Native 
76,9 23.1 

CHI-SQ = 

128 
59.5 

7.303 

87 215 
40.5 

SIG, = .010 DF = 1 

Similarly, the variable Age Left School, when 

measured with the variable Race, achieved a Chi-Square score 

(13.043) which was significant at the .001 level; and the 

frequency distributions, over the three age categories, were 
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approximately -the same-as the frequency distributions over 

the four grade level categories in Table 23. 

Two other variables, when associated v^ith. the Race 

variable, resulted in significant Chi-Square scores; these 

were the variables Previous Conviction Dates and Previous 

Incarcerations. In Table 24, it can be seen that Native 

residents were more likely to have had a previous convict- 

ion (21,2% more than Whites). 

Based upon the information in the previous table, 

it is not surprising to find that Native residents were more 

likely to have been previously incarcerated. In Table 25, 

it can be determined that Native residents were incarcerated 

at a rate which is twenty-five percent greater than the 

incarceration rate for White residents (25.5%). 

TABLE 25 

PREVIOUS INCARCERATIONS BY RACE 

N;R' .% 

PREVIOUS 
INCARCERATIONS 

NO PREVIOUS 
INCARCERATIONS TOTAL 

1 68 
38.6 

108 
61.4 

176 White 

25 
64,1 

14 
35.9 

39 Wative 

93 
43.3 

122 
56.7 

215 

CHI-SQ == 8.826 SIG. .010 DF 1 
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Table 26 presents even more striking information, 

when Race is associated V7ith the Number of Previous 

Incarceration's. Proportiohately, the 65 White residents 

and the 18 Native residents—-who had four or less previous 

incarcerations—closely approximates their distribution in 

the population as a whole (81.9% Whites and 18.1% Natives 

VS 78.3% W^hites and 21.7% Natives with four or less pre- 

vious incarcerations), Of the 10 Kairos residents who were 

previously incarcerated five or more times, 7 were Natives 

(70.0%) . 

TABLE 26 

NUMBER OF PREVIOUS INCARCERATIONS BY RACE 

NO 5 OR 
PREVIOUS UP TO 4 MORE 
INCAR- INCAR- INCAR- 

N;R% CERATIONS CERATIONS CERATIONS TOTAL 

1. 108 
61.4 

14 
35.9 

122 
56.7 

Cfll-SQ = 22.479 

65 3 176 White 
36.9 1.7 

18 7 39 Native 
46.2 17.9   

83 10 215 
38.6 4.7 

SIG. = .000 DF = 2 

Table 27 reveals an interesting trend; the younger 

Kairos residents were more likely to recidivate than were 

the older residents. By selecting for the White residents 
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only (Table 28), and associating their outcomes with the 

variable Age, it can be seen that this trend is maintained. 

TABLE 27 

RECIDIVISM BY AGE 

N;R^ RECIDIVISTS 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

24 
64.9 

13 
35.1 

37 Sixteen & 
Seventeen 

23 
34.3 

44 
65.7 

67 Eighteen- 
Twenty 

19 
38.8 

30 
61.2 

49 Twenty-One 
To Five 

18 
29.5 

84 
39.3 

CHI-SQ == 13.294 

43 
70.5 

130 
60.7 

SIG. ^ 

61 

214 

.004 

Tvjenty-Six 
And Up 

DF =. ;3 

This trend tov/ard less recidivism with increased 

age is uneven hov/ever, since those residents (for both 

Tables 27 and 28) v;ho were between the ages of 18 and 20, 

had a slightly lower recidivism rate than those residents 

who were betv/een the ages of 21 to 25, VJhen "selecting for 

Native residents, only, the overall trend of less recidi- 

vism v/ith greater age, is again evident. Table 29 presents 

this data, with one notable exception: Native residents, 

v/ho were between the ages of eighteen and twenty. 
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recidivated-at the same rate as those Native residents who 

v/ere betv/een the ages of twenty-one and twenty-five. 

TABLE 28 

RECIDIVISM BY AGE 
SELECTING FOR WHITE RESIDENTS 

N;R^ RECIDIVISTS 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 18 
60.0 

12 
40.0 

30 Sixteen & 
Seventeen 

15 
26.8 

41 
73.2 

56 Eighteen- 
Twenty 

11 
28.9 

27 
71.1 

38 Twenty-One 
To Five 

14 
27.5 

58 
33.1 

CHI-SQ = 11.835 

37 51 
72.5   

117 175 
66.9 

SIG. = .008 

Twenty-Six 
And Up 

DF 

A further selection examined—for the variable 

Recidivism associated with Age—was those residents who had 

no previous convictions. Once again the overall trend of 

less recidivism v/ith increasing age is evident. Table 30, 

presents this data; the exception in this Table is due to a 

slight increase of recidivism of the 13 residents who were 

aged 21 to 25, whose recidivism rate was slightly less than 

those residents who were 26 years of age or older. 
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TABLE 29 

RECIDIVISM BY AGE 
SELECTING FOR NATIVE RESIDENTS 

N;R% RECIDIVISTS 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 6 
85.7 

8 
72.7 

8 
72.7 

4 
40.0 

26 
66.7 

CHI-SQ = 4.706 

1 
14.3 

3 
27.3 

3 
27.3 

6 
60.0 

13 
33.3 

SIG. = .195 

10 

39 

Sixteen & 
Seventeen 

Eighteen- 
Twenty 

Twenty-One 
To Five 

Twenty-Six 
And Up 

DF 

TABLE 30 

RECIDIVISM BY AGE 
SELECTING FOR RESIDENTS 

WITH NO PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS 

N;R% RECIDIVISTS 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 17 
60.7 

9 
32.1 

3 
23.1 

5 
27.8 

34 
39.1 

11 
39.3 

19 
67.9 

10 
76.9 

13 
72.2 

53 
60.9 

28 

28 

13 

18 

87 

Sixteen & 
Seventeen 

Eighteen- 
Twenty 

Tv/enty-One 
To Five 

Tv7enty-Six 
And UP 

CHI-SQ = 8.435 Sli .03 DF 
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Marital Status was associated with Recidivism on 

several selections of the sub-populations. None of these 

measures resulted in a significant Chi-Square score. In 

Table 31, all of the categories—for Marital Status—other 

than Single, have been collapsed into the one category: 

Ever-Married. Because of the significant association 

measure score and, by examining the row percentages, it can 

be determined that there is a trend tov^ard less recidivism 

among those residents who were ever-married. This trend 

was evident when selecting for married residents only (Chi- 

Sq = 2.223; Sig. = ,136); and when selecting for White 

residents only (Chi-Sq = 3.501; Sig. = ,061). 

TABLE 31 

RECIDIVISM BY MARITAL STATUS 

N;R^ 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

0. 61 
44.9 

22 
28.2 

83 
38,8 

CHI-SQ = 5.786 

75 
55.1 

56 
71.8 

131 
61.2 

SIG. 

136 Single 

Ever-Married 

214 

.017 DF = 1 

Table 32 presents data for the outcome measures as 

associated with the grade level attained by Kairos 

residents. Once again there is no significant association 
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between the two variables —as indicated by the Chi-Square 

score and the level of significance—but there is a trend 

which is evident, of lower recidivism rates with increased 

level of educational attainment. 

TABLE 32 

RECIDIVISM BY GRADE LEVEL LAST ATTENDED 

NON- 
N;R% RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 18 
46.2 

46 
40.4 

14 
31.1 

4 
30.8 

82 
38.9 

CHI-SO = 1.524 

21 
53.8 

68 
59.6 

31 
68.9 

9 
69.2 

129 
61.1 

SIG. = ,685 

39 Grade 8 Or 
Less 

114 Nine And Ten 

45 

13 

211 

Eleven To 
Thirteen 

Some Post- 
Secondary 

DF 

When the variable Grade Level Last Attended is 

associated w’ith the variable Previous Conviction Dates, 

there is a more significant level of association attained. 

The lower the educational level attained by Kairos resi- 

dents, the more likely they were to have been previously 

convicted. This information has been summarized in Table 

33, where it is indicated that those residents who had 

attended grade 8 or less, had been previously convicted at 
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a rate of 7 9,5%;. and those residents who had attained a 

level of education at the secondary programs, had been pre- 

viously convicted at a rate of 30.8%. 

TABLE 33 

PREVIOUS CONVICTION DATES 
BY GRADE LEVEL LAST ATTENDED 

N;R^ 
PREVIOUS 
CONVICTIONS 

NO PREVIOUS 
CONVICTIONS TOTAL 

1. 31 
79.5 

8 
20.5 

39 Grade 8 Or 
Less 

71 
62.3 

43 
37.7 

114 Nine And Ten 

22 
48.9 

23 
51.5 

45 Eleven To 
Thirteen 

30.8 

128 
60.7 

CHI-SO = 13.400 

9 
69.2 

83 
39.3 

13 

211 

SIG. = .014 

Some Post- 
Secondary 

DF = 3 

Another variable associated v/ith Recidivism, without 

any significant results, is Alcohol Use. Once again a trend 

can be noted; recidivism rates tend to rise o^ver the three 

categories of alcohol use, which corresponds to that parti- 

cular drug's increased use. Abstainers appear to have 

recidivated the least, followed by moderate drinkers and the 

heavy drinkers—who had the highest rate of recidivism. 
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Table 34 -outlines--the-data pertaining to the incidence of 

recidivism corresponding to the various categories of 

alcohol use. 

TABLE 34 

RECIDIVISM BY ALCOHOL USE 

NON- 
N;R% RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 8 
40.0 

12 
60.0 

20 Abstainers 

45 
36.0 

80 
64.0 

125 Moderate 
Drinkers 

31 
47.7 

34 
52.3 

65 Heavy 
Drinkers 

CHI-SQ 

84 
40.0 

2.435 

126 
60.0 

SIG. 

210 

299 DF '-= 2 

TABLE 35 

RECIDIVISM BY RACE 
SELECTING FOR HEAVY DRINKERS 

N; R% RECIDIVISTS 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 13 
65.0 

18 
40.0 

31 
47.7 

CHI-SO = 6.215 

7 
35.0 

27 
60.0 

34 
52.3 

SIG 014 

20 

45 

65 

Native 

White 

DF = 1 
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A more interesting result is obtained when 

Recidivism is associated with Race, while selecting only 

those residents who v/ere heavy drinkers. Table 35 indi- 

cates that 20 of the 65 heavy drinkers were Native (30.7%}; 

but 13 of the 31 heavy drinking recidivists v/ere Native as 

well (41.9%). 

TABLE 36 

ALCOHOL USE BY AGE 

MODERATE HEAVY 
DRINKER DRINKER TOTAL N;R% ABSTAINS 

1. 5 
13.9 

6 
9.2 

3 
6.0 

6 
10.2 

20 
9.5 

CHI-SQ = 23.664 

29 2 
80.6 5.6 

40 19 
61.5 29.2 

33 14 
66.0 28.0 

23 30 
39.0 50.8 

125 65 
59.5 31.0 

SIG. = .001 

36 Sixteen & 
Seventeen 

65 Eighteen To 
Twenty 

50 Twenty-One 
To Five 

59 Twenty-Six 
And Up 

210 

DF = 6 

Table 36 displays the association measure betv/een 

the variable Age and Alcohol Use. Nearly one-half, or 30 of 

the 65 heavy drinkers are twenty-six years of age of older; 

and 67.7%, or 44 residents v/ho v/ere heavy drinkers, v/ere 

tv/enty-one years of age and older. Of the remaining heavy 

drinkers, only 2 were sixteen and seventeen years old. The 
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incidence of self-reported heavy drinkers increases drama- 

tically in the age category "Eighteen to Twenty", where 17 

residents (29.3%) reported excessive drinking habits. 

TABLE 37 

RECIDIVISM BY OCCUPATION 

NON- 
N;R%. RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 0 
.0 

4 
12.5 

73 
45.1 

4 
30.8 

81 
38.4 

CHI - SQ = 14.929 

4 4 
100.0 

28 32 
87.5 

89 162 
54.9 

9 13 
69.2 

130 211 
61.6 

SIG. = .002 

Manager Professional 
Sales 

Craftsman/Personal 
Services 

Labourer Unskilled 

Student 

DF = 3 

By reading the column percentages in Table 37, it 

can be easily ascertained that recidivism tends to increase 

as job status decreases. Unfortunately, the number of 

persons in the category Manager Professional 'Sales is so 

small that 37% of the valid cells had an expected cell 

frequency of less than 5.0. Students recidivated at a rate 

greater than those employed as Craftsmen or Service occupa- 

tions, but at a rate less than those who were employed as 



labourers. Category 1 in Table 37 represents the first 

three categories from Table 7 (see page ); and category 

2 from Table 37 represents the combined values of categorie 

4 & 5 from Table 7. 

The extent of previous criminality is well recog- 

nized as a good predictor of recidivism (Pritchard, 1979). 

Two variables have been recorded, in the present study, to 

measure the extent of previous criminality: Previous 

Incarcerations and Previous Convictions. 

TABLE 38 

RECIDIVISM BY PREVIOUS INCARCERATION 

N;R% RECIDIVISTS 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

45 
48.4 

48 
51.6 

93 Previous 
Incarcerations 

39 
31.9 

84 
39.1 

CFII-SQ = 5.978 

83 122 
68.1   

131 215 
60.9 

SIG. = .016 

No Previous 
Incarcerations 

DF 

In Table 38, the variable Previous Iiicarcerations 

is associated v/ith the outcome measure. The significant 

Chi-Square score, and the column percentages, indicate that 

an association exists between the two variables. The trend 

is for higher recidivism for previous incarcerants, and 

lesser recidivism for first-time incarcerants. Similarly, 
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Table 39 represents data for the variable Previous 

Convictions and Recidivism; a total of 128 of 215 Kairos 

residents had been previously convicted of an offence 

(59.5%). Of those 87 residents who had no previous con- 

victions, 21 recidivated (24.1%) ; whereas, of 128 residents 

who had previous convictions, 63 were recidivists (49.2%). 

Those Kairos residents who had been previously convicted 

were recidivists at a rate which was 25.1% greater than 

those residents v;ho had no previous criminal record. 

TABLE 39 

RECIDIVISM BY PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS 

N;R% RECIDIVISTS 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 63 
49.2 

21 
24.1 

84 
39.1 

CHI~SQ = 13.686 

65 
50.8 

66 
75.9 

131 
60.9 

SIG. 

128 

87 

215 

.000 

Previous 
Convictions 

No Previous 
Convictions 

DF 

An examination of the degree of recidivism when 

matched with the variable Status When Released From'Kairos, 

indicates the varying outcomes with each of the categories. 

For those residents who were released on parole, and there- 

fore remained under some form of system supervision, 

recidivism was low (28.6%). Those residents who satisfied 
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their sentence had the next lov/est rate of recidivism 

(34.7%), followed by those residents who were prematurely 

returned to the correctional centre (and who recidicated at 

a rate of 47.4%). Those residents who had escaped from 

the Kairos program, or who were technically "unlawfully at 

large”, had the highest recidivism rate (61.5%). 

TABLE 40 

RECIDIVISM BY STATUS 
WHEN RELEASED FROM KAIROS 

NON- 
N;R% RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 

CHI~SO 

33 
34.7 

12 
28.6 

8 
61.5 

27 
47.4 

80 
38.6 

7,112 

62 
65.3 

30 
71.4 

5 
38.5 

30 
52.6 

127 
61,4 

95 Satisfied Sentence 

42 Satisfied Sentence 
Paroled 

' Escaped 

57 Revoked 

207 

IIG. = ,063 DF = 3 

Therefore, the results of Table 40 seem to be indicating 

that there is an association between the type of release 

status and the outcome m.easure. Those residents v/ho 

successfully complete the program and go on to further 

supervision--parole—and those residents who finish their 
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term of incarceration, have better outcomes than those re- 

sidents who had their T. A. P.'s revoked, or those residents 

v/ho left the program unlav/'fully. 

TABLE 41 

GRANTED PAROLE BY RELEASE STATUS 

GRANTED NOT 
N;R% PAROLE GRANTED TOTAL 

1. 42 
30.7 

95 
69.3 

137 Completed 

7 
12.3 

50 
87.7 

57 Revoked 

49 
25.3 

CHI-SQ = 7.223 

145 
74.7 

194 

SIG. = .009 DF = 1 

From Table 14, it can be determined that a total 

of 49 residents v;ere eventually released on parole; this 

means that of those 57 residents who had their T. A. P.'s 

revoked, an additional 7 Kairos residents were granted 

parole from the correctional centre (see page ). Parole 

violation accounted for 16 of the recidivists; of the 7 

residents who were paroled from the institution, 4 recidi- 

vated : 2 of v/hich recidivated for technical parole 

violation and two of which violated parole vzith additional 

convictions. Table 41 presents data for the association 

of the variables Granted Parole, and the combined values 
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from. Table 40 of Status When Released From Kairos, to 

create the nev7 variable Release Status. It is evident from 

the information presented in this Table, that those resi- 

dents v7ho completed the Kairos program, or those residents 

who did not have their T. A. P.*s revoked were granted 

parole at a rate V7hich was much greater than those who had 

their T. A. P.'s revoked. Those residents who successfully 

remained in the program were granted parole at a rate of 

30.7%; of the 57 residents v7ho had their passes revoked, 

only 7 received parole (12.3%). 

TABLE 42 

RECIDIVISM BY REASON 
FOR T. A. P. BEING REVOKED 

N;R% RECIDIVISTS 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 45 
32.8 

92 
67.2 

137 Not Revoked 

27 
51.9 

25 
48.1 

52 Drugs Alcohol 
Behaviour 

8 
61.5 

80 
39.6 

CHI-SQ = 8.530 

5 
38.5 

122 
60.4 

SIG. 

13 

202 

014 

Escape 

DF 

Residents' passes to Kairos were revoked for 

several reasons: use of drugs and alcohol, or other severe 

behaviour problems constituted most instances of T. A. P. 
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v/ithdrawal; escapes resulted in immediate suspension of 

T. A. P.’s. Table 42 represents the data for the associa- 

tion of variables Recidivism and Reason For T. A. P. Being 

Revoked, Residents who completed their stay at.Kairos, or 

V7ho V7ere released on parole from Kairos, recidivated at a 

rate vzhich v;as lower than those residents who had their 

passes revoked. 

TABLE 43 

RECIDIVISM BY 
TEMPORARILY REVOKED T. A. P 

NON- 
N;R% RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

9 
64.3 35.7 

14 ,Yes 

75 
37.3 

126 
62.7 

01 

84 
39.1 

CHI-SO = 4.000 

131 
60.9 

SIG .04' 

215 

DF = 1 

Several residents had their T. xA. P.’s revoked 

temporarily. These residents represented individuals who 

posed severe behaviour and discipline problems; but whom 

the treatment staff punished in a fashion just short of 

full T. A. P. withdrawal. When this variable is associated 

V7ith the outcome measure., it can be seen that those resi- 

dents who had their T. A. P.'s temporarily revoked^ 
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recidivated at a rate greater than the escapees, and those 

other residents v7ho had their T. A. P.'s permanently re- 

voted. One thincf that must be considered, is that fifty- 

percent of those residents who had their T. A. P.'s 

temporarily revoked, eventually had their Kairos passes 

permanently suspended. This means that 7 of the Kairos 

residents under examination in this study, actually had 

their T. A. P.'s revoked twice. 

TABLE 44 

RECIDIVISM BY PR0GRM4 COMPLETION 

NON- 
N;R% RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

39 
50.0 

39 
50.0 

78 Not Completed 

45 
32.8 

92 
67.2 

137 Completed 

84 
39.1 

CHI-SO = 6.143 

131 
60.9 

SIG. 013 DF = 1 

In total, 137 Kairos residents completed the program 

successfully; either to the completion of th^ir full term of 

incarceration, or until they were released on parole. 

Overall, Kairos residents who successfully completed their 

stay as residents recidivated at a rate which was less than 

those residents who failed, to complete the program. 
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Finally;- Table 4 5 presents the data for an associa- 

tion between the variables Recidivism and Length of 

Residence Stay. The lack' of a significant chi-square value 

indicates that there is no relationship between the tv70 

variables; but, an examination of the column percentages 

hints at a trend toward lesser recidivism with increased 

length of residence stay. 

TABLE 45 

RECIDIVISM BY 
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE STAY 

NON- 
N;R% RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1 . 28 
46.7 

32 
53.4 

60 1-30 Davs 

37 
36.3 

65 
63.7 

102 31-90 Days 

16 
34.0 

31 
66.0 

4 to 9 Months 

1 
25.0 

82 
38.5 

3 
75.0 

131 
61.5 

^ Over 9 Months 

213 

CHI-SO = 2.606 SIG. = .456 DF = 3 
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Recidivism Outcome Index 

From an "all or none" perspective there were a 

total of 131 Kairos residents who had no recorded .involve- 

ment v/ith the criminal justice system for a period of one 

year following their release (60.9%). Tables 46 and 47 

present this conservative estimate of recidivism. 

TABLE 46 

RECIDIVISM OUTCOxME INDEX 

FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

21 

11 

46 

9.8 

5.1 

2.8 

21.4 

131 

215 

60,9 

100.0 

Recontact - Arrested, 
no disposition, no 
reconviction 

Probation 

Fine/Default Term 

Term 

No illegal activities 
recorded 

TOTAL 

Additionally, Table -47 provides recidivism information for 

each year the Kairos program was examined. 

A less severe measure of recidivism would include 

those residents—as non-recidivists—v/ho had a recontact 

with the system (Table 46), but who had no subsequent 

reconviction. Reconvicticn is the measure most commonly 

used as a measure of recidivism. Therefore, there were 152 



residents who v;ere non-recidivists^ and 63 recidivists who 

were reconvicted. Table 48 summarizes this data by year o 

residence. 

TABLE 47 

RECIDIVISM BY YEAR OF RESIDENCE 

YEAR NON-RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS 

1976 53.6 (15/28) 

1977 57.1 (28/49) 

1978 57.1 (32/56) 

1979 68.3 (56/82) 

TOTAL 60.9 (131/215) 

46.4 (13/28) 

42.9 (21/49) 

42.9 (24/56) 

31.7 (26/82) 

39.1 (34/215) 

TABLE 48 

RECIDIVISM INCLUDING CONTACTS 
BY YEAR OF RESIDENCE 

YEAR NON-RECIDIVISM RECIDIVISM 
(RECONVICTED) 

1976* 53,6 (15/28) 

1977 65.3 (32/49) 

1978 69.6 (39/56) 

1979 80.4 (66/82) 

46.4 (13/28) 

34.7 (17/49) 

30.4 (17/56) 

19.6 (16/82) 

TOTAL 70.7 (152/215) 29.3 (63/215) 

*There were no residents in 1976 who had a 
recontact, onlyappear oh their records 
in a one-year fo.llo\7-up period. 
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Of the 29.3% (Table 48) reconvicted residents, 11 

(Table 46) v;ere reconvicted and placed on parole, and 6 

residents received a disposition of ”Fine/Default Term": 

that is, they would be subject to subsequent incarceration 

V7hen in "default" of payment of the fine. Reconvicted 

residents V7ere reincarcerated at a rate of 73% (46/63) . 

Tables 49 to 52 present similar data, by year of 

residence, for Native residents and White residents. There 

are three major measures of recidivism which can be derived 

from all of the above information, and they are: 

Reincarceration, Reconviction, and Recontacts. This data 

is summarized in Table 53. 

TABLE 49 

RECIDIVISM BY YEAR OF 
RESIDENCE FOR NATIVE RESIDENTS 

Q. Q. 
'O 

YEAR NON-RECIDIVISM RECIDIVISM 

1976 40.0 (2/5) 60.0 (3/5) 

1977 33.3 (3/9) 66.7 (6/9) 

1978 

1979 

22.2 (2/9) 

37.5 (6/16) 

77.8 (7/9) 

62.5 (10/16) 

TOTAL 33.3 (13/39) 66.7 (26/39) 
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TABLE 50 

RECIDIVISM INCLUDING RECONTACTS 
AS NON-RECIDIVISTS BY YEAR 

FOR NATIVE'RESIDENTS 

YEAR MON-RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS. 
(RECONVICTED) 

1976* 

1977* 

1978 

1979 

TOTAL 

40.0 (2/5) 

33.3 (3/9) 

33.3 (3/9) 

50.0 (8/16) 

41.0 (16/39) 

60.0 (3/5) 

66.7 (6/9) 

66.7 (6/9) 

50.0 (8/16) 

59.0 (23/39) 

*There v;ere no Native residents in 1976-1977 
who had a recontact, only, appear on their 
records in a one-year follov7-iip period. 

TABLE 51 

RECIDIVISM BY YEAR OF 
RESIDENCE FOR WHITE RESIDENTS 

YEA NON-RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS 

1976 56.5 (13/23) 

1977 62.5 (25/40) 

1978 63,8 (30/47) 

1979 75.8 (50/66) 

TOTAL 67.0 (118/176) 

43.5 (10/23) 

37.5 (15/40) 

36.2 (17/47) 

24.2 (16/66) 

33.0 (58/176) 
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TABLE 52 

RECIDIVISM BY YEAR OF 
RESIDENCE INCLUDING RECONTACTS 

AS NON-RECIDIVISTS FOR WHITE RESIDENTS 

YEAR NON-RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS 
(RECONVICTED) 

1976* 56.5 (13/23) 

1977 72.5 (29/40) 

1978 76.6 (36/47) 

1979 87.8 (58/66) 

TOTAL 77.3 (136/176) 

43.5 (10/23) 

27.5 (11/40) 

23.4 (11/47) 

12.2 (8/66) 

22.7 (40/176) 

TABLE 53 

THREE OVERALL RECIDIVISM MEASURES 

REINCARCERATED 

21.4% 

NOT REINCARCERATED 

78.7% 

RECONVICTED 

29.3% 

NOT RECONVICTED 

70.7% 

RECONTACTED 

39.1% 

NOT RECONTACTED 

60.9% 

Recidivism^ Additional Information 

Recidivism information was also measured for periods 

of greater than one year, for the residents who were re- 

leased in 19 76 , 1977, and 19 78. Residents’ crim.inal records 
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v/ere examined for periods of up to four years after their 

release from custody. Residents released in 1976 were sub- 

jected to a 4 year follow-up; residents released in 1977 

were subjected to a 3 year follow-up; and residents released 

in 1978 were subjected to a 2 year follow-up period. 

Additionally, recidivism information for 1976 and 

1977 residents v/as combined, for a total of 77 residents 

whose files were examined for a 3 year follow-up. The 

combined recidivism information for 1976, 1977, and 1978, 

permitted the examination of 133 resident records for a 2 

year follow-up period. 

TABLE 54 

RECIDIVISM BY LENGTH 
OF FOLLOW-UP PERIOD 

N;R% RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 19 
67.9% 

45 
58.4% 

80 
60.1% 

84 
39.1% 

228 
50.3% 

CHI-SQ = 21.503 

9 
32.1% 

32 
41.6% 

53 
39.9% 

131 
60.9% 

225 
49.6% 

28 4 Year Follow-Up 

3 Year Follow-Up 

133 2 Year Follow-Up 

2/15 1 Year Follow-Up 

4^53 

SIG. = .000 DF = 3 
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TABLE 55 
p- — 

RECIDIVISM (AS MEASURED BY RECOWICTION) 
BY LENGTH OF FOLLOW-UP PERIOD 

N;R^ 
NON- 

RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS TOTAL 

1. 18 
64.3% 

10 
35.7% 

28 4 Year Follow-Up 

38 
49.4% 

39 
50.6% 

3 Year Follow-Up 

64 
48.1% 

69 
51.9% 

133 2 Year Follow-Up 

63 152 215 1 Year Follow-Up 

183 
40.4% 

CHI-SQ = 23.489 

270 
59.6% 

SIG. 

453 

000 DF = 3 

Tables 54 and 55 present the data for Recidivism-—as 

measured by the "all or none" criteria--by the length of 

follov7-up period, as well as recidivism measured by recon- 

viction rates. In both instances a significant chi-square 

score is obtained. The increased length of follow-up 

period dramatically demonstrates the incidence of recidivism 

over time. The longer the follow-up period, the greater the 

rate of recidivism. 

Types of Offence 

Table 56 summarizes information pertaining to the 

types of offences committed by Kairos residents, prior to 

the current offence; pertaining to the current offence; and 
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subsequent to the current offence. The various offences 

have been collapsed into five offence categories: offences 

against property; persons; -driving-related offences; drug 

offences; and other. 

TABLE 56 

OFFENCE CATEGORIES BY PRIOR, 
CURRENT AND SUBSEQUENT CRIMINALITY 

PRIOR CURRENT SUBSEQUENT ALL 

PROPERTY 

PERSONS 

DRIVING 

DRUGS 

OTHER 

41. 4 

13.5 

8.5 

10.8 

25.8 

43.3 

16.7 

14.4 

13.5 

12.1 

36.9 

12.0 

13.0 

21.6 

16.5 

40.5 

14.1 

11.9 

18.2 

18.2 

Property offences included such offences as "break-- 

ing and entering", theft and willful damage. Offences 

against persons ranged from common and bodily assault, 

conspiring to murder, to choking and rape. Driving-related 

offences included offences under the Motor Vehicle Act, as 

V7ell as offences under the Liquor Control Act, which 

involved the operation of a motor vehicle, for example: 

driving over 80 and refusing a breathalizer test. Drug 

offences ranged from possession to trafficking and importing 

narcotics. Other offences included: Violations of 
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Municipal By-Laws, Causing a Disturbance, and Public 

Mischief. 

Sub-Population Recidivisra Measures 

The outcomes of correctional program participants 

vary with the social history characteristics of the indivi- 

duals involved. Sub-populations are identified and defined 

according to the characteristics which program participants 

possess. The measures may vary greatly, and significant 

differences lead researchers to insights in the design of 

treatment programs, and the selection of appropriate parti- 

cipants . 

The non-recidivism rate obtained by the population 

under examination equalled 60.9%; Table 57 presents the 

significantly different rates obtained by the various sub- 

populations. Program^ related variables, in this list, 

include: Reason for T. A. P. Being Revoked; T. A. P. 

Temporarily Revoked; and Program Completion. Those 

residents who either had their T, A. P.’s revoked for the 

use of drugs, alcohol, behaviour problems, and escaped; or, 

had their T. A. P.’s temporarily revoked (usually for the 

same reasons as having the T. A. P. revoked), were 

recidivists at a rate which was significantly greater than 

the population mean. Additionally, those residents v/ho 

"completed" the Kairos program, recidivated at a rate which 

was significantly less. 
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TABLE 57 

SUB-POPULATION MEANS 
COMPARED WITH POPULATION MEAN (60.9%) 

VARIABLE SUB-POPULATION N 
% NON- 

RECIDIVISTS 

Race 

Age 

No Previous 
Convictions 

Marital 
Status 

Occupation 

Previous 
Incarcera- 
tions 

Previous 
Convictions 

Reason For' 
T. A. P. 
Revoked 

T. A. P. 
Temporarily 
Revoked 

Program 
Completion 

Native Residents 39 
White Residents 176 

Sixteen & 
Seventeen 

Ages Sixteen & 
Seventeen 28 

Ever Married 78 

Craftsman/ 
Personal 
Services 

Previous 
Incarcerations 

No Previous 
Incarcerations 122 

Previous 
Convictions 128 

No Previous 
Convictions 87 

Drugs, Alcohol, 
Behaviour 52 

Drugs, Alcohol, 
Behaviour, Escape 65 

Revoked '14 

Completed 137 

Not Completed 78 

33,3 
67.0 

35.1 

39.3 

71.8 

87.5 

51.6 

68.1 

50.8 

75.9 

48.1 

46.2 

35.7 

67.2 

50.0 

3.53, p. / .0005 
1.69, p. / .05 

-3.20, p. / .005 

2.27, p. / .025 

2.137, p. / .05 

4.433, p. / .0005 

-1.788 p. / .05 

1.71, p. / .05 

•2.95, p. / .005 

3.26, p. / .005 

-1.828, p. / .05 

2.370, p. / .025 

-1.826, p. / .05 

1.575, p. / .05 

-1.826, p. / .05 
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The remaining variables listed represent social 

history and demographic characteristics which have been 

referred to as "stable predictors of recidivism" (Pritchard: 

1979). 

Relative Strengths of Social History Characteristics as 
Predictors of Recidivism 

One way in which to obtain some indication of the 

relative strength of social history characteristics as pre- 

dictors of recidivism, is to examine the various variables 

in light of their level of association with the outcome 

measure (Table 58). Accordingly, Race, Previous 

Convictions, Occupation, Age, Program Completion, Previous 

Incarcerations, and Marital Status, all achieved significant 

chi-square association scores with the outcom.e measure. 

There were three additional variables, which did 

not achieve significant scores, and are normally expected to 

to be good predictors of recidivism. Alcohol Use in parti- 

cular is of interest because an association of Recidivism 

by Race, controlling for Heavy Drinkers, yields a chi-square 

association score significant at the .014 level. The 

information in Table 35 (page ) clearly suggests that 

Alcohol Use is one predictor of recidivism where Native 

residents are concerned. 
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TABLE 58 

RESIDENTS CHARACTERIZED 
BY CHI-SQUARE ASSOCIATION 

SCORE V7ITH THE OUTCOME VARIABLE 

VARIABLE 
X ASSOCIATION SCORE 

(RECIDIVISM BY VARIABLE) 

Race 

Previous Convictions 

Occupation 

Age 

Program Completion 

Previous Incarcerations 

Marital Status 

.000 

.000 

. 002 

.004 

.013 

.016 

.017 

Alcohol Use 

Length of Residence Stay 

Grade-Level Last Attended 

.299 

.456 

.685 

Hypothesis 1 

In 1976, the Kairos program would be described as 

small; there were a total of 28 residents released from 

custody in 1976. The average occupancy rate “for the year 

was 8.7 residents. There were four full-time treatment 

staff (including the director), all of whom resided at 

•k 

Information concerning the two hypotheses, came 
from records, statistics, and information compiled by Kairos 
staff during the 4-year period of study. 
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Kairos. ,.D.uring,_jthe-f.ir.st year of operation all of the staff 

v/ere involved in the counselling of residents; since the 

director's duties v/ere not so demanding as to preclude 

involvement with the counselling and treatment work. 

Therefore, the ratio of treatment staff to residents was 

about 1:2. Three of the treatment staff v/ere females and 

one v/as male. 

In contrast to the above situation there v/ere 82 

residents released from custody in 1979, and the average 

occupancy rate was 14.6 residents. There v/ere two full-time 

treatment staff--one which lived at Kairos, and one that did 

not. The ratio of treatment staff to residents was about 

1:7. The treatment staff in 19 79 v/ere both male. 

In comparison to the Kairos program of 1976, the 

Kairos program in 1979 v/as considerably larger, and so was 

the client/counsellor caseload. Hypothesis 1 states that: 

Smaller counsellor caseloads contribute to lov/er 
recidivism rates. 

Subsequently, it can be seen that counsellor caseloads were 

considerably smaller in 1976. 

The two groups are readily comparabla on several key 

variables (see Figures 1-10, pages 87-96), most notably: 

percent racial composition; age distribution; single and 

married residents; percentage of labourers; percentage of 

craftsmen and personal service occupations; and previous 

criminality, as measured by previous incarcerations and 
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convictions. Differences which do occur, tend to favour 

the 1976 group—in terms of predicting successful outcomes 

—by three to one. The 1976 group has a slightly higher 

percentage of heavy drinkers, but has a greater percentage 

of program completers; percent employed full-time; and less 

residents who left school by age 15 or less. 

On the basis of an "all or none" criteria, the two 

sub-population means for 1976 and 1979 (Table 47, page 76) 

did not achieve significant test scores (t = .793, N. S.; 

t = 1.37, N. S., respectively). From a purely descriptive 

basis, the 53.6% non-recidivism mean for 1976, and the 

68.3% non-recidivism mean for 1979, represent a 14.7% 

difference in the direction which is opposite that hypo- 

thesized. At this point it would be convenient to accept 

the hypothesis and conclude that: for the Kairos sample, 

counsellor caseloads did not affect recidivism rates. But, 

when reconviction is used as the measure of recidivism, 

significant results were obtained. 

Table 48 outlines the recidivism rates based upon 

reconviction for the years 1976 and 1979. The population 

mean for- non-recidivism is 70.7%, and the non'-recidivism 

mean for 1976 is 53.6%—identical to the mean calculated on 

the basis of Recontact as a recidivism; this means that all 

of the 1976 recidivists were reconvicted, and that not one 

1976 recidivist had a recontact, only, appear on his record. 

The 1979 non-recidivism mean, hov/ever, jumps to 80.4% from 
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68.3% on the basis of reconviction data. Both sub- 

population means now score significantly v;hen tested against 

the population mean. The non-recidivism value for 1976 is 

now 26.8% below the same value for 1979. 

It must still be concluded that counsellor caseload 

size does not have an impact upon recidivism rates; but the 

significant results v/hich occurred in a direction opposite 

that which was hypothesized--especially in light of the two 

groups' comparability—begs further explanation, v/hich will 

be taken up in the Discussion Chapter. 

Hypothesis 2 

During a period from May to August, 1978, there was 

a considerable amount of staff disruption, which occurred 

due to the resignation of two long-standing employees; the 

short-term duration of one new employee; the hiring of two 

new staff; and the transfer of caseload responsibilities to 

a part-time employee who assumed a full-time position. And 

the handling of several cases by the director, who, by 1979, 

had relinquished caseload responsibilities to the pursuit of 

managerial concerns. Hypothesis 2 states that: 

Broken and interrupted counsel.lor/client relation- 
ships result in higher recidivism rates., 

During this four-month period, a total of 22 resi- 

dents were significantly affected, and as a result they v/ere 

counselled by two or more treatment staff. The affected 

residents were non-recidivists at a rate of 50%, or at a 
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rate v/hich was 10.9% less than the population mean of 60.9%. 

In this instance, the difference betv/een the sub-population 

mean and the population mean was not significant (t = .973, 

N. S.). Additionally, v/hen reconviction is used as the 

recidivism measure, non-recidivism increases to 59% as 

compared to a 70.7% population mean, but this difference is 

not significant either (t = 1.073, N. S.). 

Summary 

There v/ere 18.1% Native residents, in the period 

under examination, and 81.9% VJhite residents. Almost fifty 

percent of the 216 Kairos residents v/ere twenty years old, 

or younger; and slightly more than 63% of the residents 

that v/ere single. Forty percent of the subjects had a 

grade nine education or less, and nearly 83% had a grade 11 

education or less. Fifty-nine percent of the subjects had 

left school by the age of 17. Fully three-quarters of 

Kairos residents indicated that their occupation v/as 

"unskilled labouring." Moderate drinkers were recorded at 

58% of the total and heavy drinkers comprised 30% of the 

total. The overwhelming majority of study subjects v/ere 

Ontario residents (96.3%). Over one-half of the Kairos 

residents had no previous incarcerations (56.7%), and 87 of 

the 215 residents had no previous convictions (40.5%). 

Successful completion of the program—-that is, remaining in 

the program until the resident's sentence was satisfied or 
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the resident was released on parole-“V7as achieved by 65.7% 

of all program participants. Three-quarters of the Kairos 

residents remained in residence for 90 days or less (66.26 

mean days). Unemployed or unoccupied residents totalled 

15.8% of the total, all the remaining residents were at 

least partially occupied with employment, education, or a 

combination of the two. 

Significant chi-square associations were achieved 

when the outcom.e variable of recidivism was associated with 

many of the variables examined in the present study. 

Chiefly, recidivism v/hen associated with race indicated 

that Native residents recidivated at a much greater rate 

than 't'Thite residents (66.7% VS 33.0%). There v/ere several 

other variables which v;ere also significantly associated 

v/ith race, indicating that Native residents v/ere heavy 

drinkers; less vjell-educated; had a greater number of pre- 

vious convictions and incarcerations than did the White 

residents of Kairos. 

Further chi-square associations revealed that 

offenders of a younger age were more highly associated with 

higher recidivism rates both for the entire s-ample and V7hen 

selecting for those residents with no previous convictions; 

that single residents were more highly associated with reci- 

divism outcomes; as well as residents who reported their 

occupation as unskilled labourers; those who had previous 

incarcerations; no previous convictions; residents who 
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failed to complete their stay at Kairos due to the use of 

drugs, alcohol, bad behaviour or escaped; and all residents 

vzho failed to successfully complete the Kairos program. 

A recidivism outcome index was employed, breaking- 

up recidivism information into five categories. From an 

"all or none'” perspective, it was determined that 60.9% of 

the Kairos residents had no recorded illegal activities in 

a one-year period follovzing release. By collapsing three 

of the remaining four categories into one category entitled 

”reconviction’*, and by adding those recontacts to the list 

of no illegal activities recorded, it was determined that 

70.7% of the Kairos residents had no reconviction in a one- 

year period following their release. Additional recidivism 

information--for various sized groups—beyond a one-year 

follow-up period showed a relationship betv/een the length 

of the follov7-up period and increased recidivism. 

The greatest percentage of current offences, prior 

offences, and subsequent offences, were for offences 

against property. With prior, current and subsequent 

offences combined, offences against persons and drug- 

related offences were almost equal (14.1% VS *15.3%) ,. 

follov7ed by driving offences which comprised 11.9% of the 

total, other offence categories totaled 18.2% of the 

offences committed. 

A comparison of the various sub-population means 

with the population non-recidivism mean has revealed which 
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sub-population groups were non-recidivists at a rate V7hich 

was—either positively or negatively--significantly 

different than the population mean (see Table 57). 

Additionally, chi-square association scores for the various 

variables associated v/ith the outcome measure were ranked 

according to the strength of their association with the 

outcome variable. This was done in an effort to determine 

—in an approximate fashion—the relative strength of the 

variables as predictors of recidivism. 

From the testing of Hypothesis 1, it was concluded 

that—smaller counsellor caseloads did not contribute to 

lower recidivism rates, in fact—depending upon which 

measure of recidivism was used—results achieved suggest 

that increased counsellor caseloads contribute to lower 

recidivism rates (alternate explanations for these findings 

are examined in the Discussion Chapter). 

The testing of Hypothesis 2 indicated that staff 

changepver—although it may have resulted in breaking and 

interrupting client/counsellor relationships—did not signi- 

ficantly increase the rate of recidivism. But the result 

obtained did occur in the direction which v/as hypothesized; 

that, is, resident recidivism rates were higher, but "not 

enough to achieve a score which was significantly different 

from the population mean. 
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CI-IAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

One aspect of residential treatment programs, so 

far not discussed, is the development or "evolution" of 

such organizations over a period of time. Since the present 

study examined the outcomes of Kairos program participants 

over a four year period; and since the results for the 

testing of Hypotheses obtained measures in the direction 

opposite of that hypothesized, it might be possible to 

explore these results in terms of organizational change, 

program development and structure. 

Aspects of Programs Change: Program Evolution 

When Kairos Community Resource Centre opened its 

door for the first residents in January, 1976, it was a new 

community agency. As a nev7 agency, its ties with other 

community resources were, of necessity, negligible. 

According to VJallace Mandell (1971:281), "Correctional 

systems are in great need of cooperation from other health 

and v/elfare agencies in order to achieve their goals of 

rehabilitation and reduction of recidivism." 

Similarly, Terryberry (1968:590) has noted in a 

paper entitled "The Evolution of Organizational 
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Environments" that the interdependence of organizations is 

an important aspect of organizational evolution. Kairos, 

as a ‘'Community Resource Centre,” implies by its name, two 

things: 

CD that as an agency, it can direct its residents 

to-—and it can utilize--a broad range of 

community resources in the rehabilitation 

process; and, 

(2) that Kairos itself is a resource for the 

community to utilize. 

Developing Interorganizational Familiarity 

In its initial year, Kairos staff were busy esta- 

blishing Kairos as an agency v/hich would be making referrals 

of its residents to other agencies. Initially, interorgani- 

zational familiarity was low and in some cases inappropriate 

referrals would be made; v/hich would inhibit the development 

of interorganizational famili ity. 

There was a vast array of community resources 

available to Kairos program staff; a few resources available 

would have been the: Canada Employment Centre; Community 

College; Alcoholism and Drugs Dependency Programs (of which 

there are two operating in Thunder Bay); Basic Job Readiness 

Training Program; Work Activities Program; Alcoholics 

Anonymous; Family and Credit Counselling Service; Secondary 
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Schools; Doctors; Volunteer Bureau; John Howard Society; 

Municipal Social Services; and many more. 

The effective utilization of all these community 

resources would have been hindered, initially, due to a 

lack of knowledge on the part of program staff. Knowledge 

of the existence of available, appropriate resources would 

have been lacking, as vzell as a lack of knowledge on the 

part of comraunity agencies with- respect to the existence of 

Kairos. 

This type of "mobilization" of community resources 

has been termed "community services management" by Vernon 

Fox (1977:99), and in this context, program treatment staff 

become "community service agents" through making referrals, 

or creating "linkages", by actually taking individual resi- 

dents to these other agencies for the first interview (Fox; 

1977:122). 

Over a period of time Kairos also developed as a 

resource available to the community, and this served to 

heighten the public's awareness of the existence of Kairos. 

Contacts were developed with volunteer organizations, and 

Kairos residents were often called upon to assist in worth- 

while community projects, as v/ell as the referral of 

volunteers, to assist staff, from the volunteer bureau. 

Additionally, employers became av/are of Kairos as a resource 

for readily available labour--on a full or part-time basis— 
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and eventually many employers would consistently call to 

see if residents needed v7ork"-often on short notice. 

An example of the type of cooperation required with 

community resources was the development of, and necessity 

for, a close working relationship with a local bank. 

Residents' financial matters were closely monitored, and. 

without the cooperation of bank personnel, the supervision 

of residents' finances v/ould have been extremely difficult. 

Such cooperation had to be solicited through face-to-face 

contacts with bank personnel, Kairos treatment staff, and 

residents; as v/ell as explanations of Kairos responsibili- 

ties and goals. The development of such interorganizational 

familiarity could only occur over a period of time. 

Physical Environment 

The structure, organization, and social climate of 

institutions has long been recognized as having impact upon 

the behaviour of offenders and treatment staff alike 

(Cressey, 1959; Coffman, 1961; Street, Vinter, and Perrow, 

1966, Moos, 1965). Aside from the introduction of a new 

agency in the community and the development of interorgani- 

zational structure and social environment (Andrews and 

Kiessling, 1980:443; Rachin, 1976:577-578), Richard Rachin 

has noted that such considerations as space requirements, 

V7hich include the number of residents to a room, lounging 

areas, storage areas, meeting areas, and private office 
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space--are all important considerations in the structure of 

physical environments for community correctional treatment 

programs. 

Therefore, it is interesting to note that the Kairos 

residence, in its initial stages, was undergoing consider- 

able physical changes. The physical structure was almost 

completely gutted from the inside and rebuilt, and the 

reconstruction work v/as—to a large extent—performed by 

residents. By 1979, the Kairos residence had been 

completely refurbished; this included: staff living 

quarters; six bedrooms (for 15 residents, up to a maximum 

of 18); three bathrooms; three offices for counselling pur- 

poses; secretarial area and file storage; large living/ 

meeting room; kitchen; tv/o dining areas; storage facilities; 

tv7o laundry areas; cold storage v/alk-in fridge; v7eight-room, 

with lockers and an adjacent sauna and shower; fully stocked 

arts and crafts centre; chapel; and a recreation/lounge 

area. The physical facilities of Kairos in 1979 v/ere 

considerably improved over the minimal facilities present 

in 1976. 

Program Climates and Their Evolution 

The social environments of community correctional 

programs can change, over time, due to changes in managerial 

strategies. David Duffee has noted that the ”... internal 

organizational situation is the social interaction among 
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all organizational participants as they are affected by 

managerial strategies." Kevin Wright (1977)^ has argued 

"that organizational approach" has an impact upon 

"correctional effectiveness" vis-a-vis recidivism. In this 

instance managerial strategies reflect styles in the imple- 

mentation of correctional policy, and can have significant 

impact upon the social climate of a correctional treatment 

program; and subsequently may affect the outcomes of program 

participants. There is little question that the managerial 

style—in the implementation of correctional policy--at 

Kairos, changed significantly betv/een 1976 and 1979. Kairos 

residents cam.e to Kairos under the terms of a Temporary 

Absence Pass (T. A. P,),* The conditions of the T. A. P. 

constituted the basis for the correctional policy of the 

C. R. C. The administration of these terms, or the style 

of management, may be seen to vary considerably.** This may 

occur when program directors are changed; or, it may occur 

as a resLilt of evolutionary changes over extended periods 

of time. 

Charles Perrow (1967:195) refers to people, in a 

setting such as Kairos, as "raw materials." -Kairos should 

•k 

See Appendix "C". 

**Kairos recently underwent a change of directors. 
In recent discussion v/ith the new director (June, 1982), the 
present researcher learned'that the new director had revoked 
twice as many T. A. P.'s in his first six months of adminis- 
tration as the preceding director had revoked the previous 
year. 
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be seen as combining elements of "people-changing and 

people-processing" organizations. Perrow et al. (1966:3), 

define people-changing organizations as organizations that 

work "not only with or through people but also on them." 

And, according to Hasenfeld (1972:257), people-processing 

organizations should be viewed as organizations whose major 

"product" is "people with changed status and locations in 

various community systems." 

In the initial stages, Kairos possessed the charac- 

teristics of a people-changing organization to a greater 

extent than it did in 1979; although Duffee et al. (1980: 

152), point out that "halfway house centers, work release 

centers, and other partial confinement options have both 

referral/acceptance functions as well as supervision 

functions.” Kairos's emphasis as a people-changing organi- 

zation, in its initial operation, would have been partly 

due to its lack of referral ability because of lov/er inter- 

organizational familiarity, and partly due to the 

"perceived" nature of its raw material. 

Perrow has explained that: 

"Organizations uniformly seek to standardize their 
raw material in order to minimize exceptional 
situations. This is the point of de-individualiza- 
tion processes found in military academies, 
monasteries and prisons..." (Perrov;, 1967:197). 

Initially, Kairos residents—as rav; material—vzere perceived 

in a "stable" and "uniform" m.anner. This meant that 

correctional policy—which in this instance is reflected in 
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the residents' responsibility to uphold the terms of their 

T. A, P.—V7as observed rather strictly. Residents v/ho 

contravened the orders of their T. A. P., and/or the house 

rules, were dealt with in a uniform fashion. Major 

infractions such as drinking, illicit use of drugs, severe 

behaviour problems, and quitting a job, resulted in the 

revokation of the T. A. P. and the resident was returned to 

the correctional centre. 

The above situation occurred for a variety of 

reasons: 

(1) In 1976, Kairos staff were new to the job— 

they, in effect, learned how to be counsellors 

while on the job. During these initial stages, 

while various aspects of the Kairos program 

vjere evolving, the jobs of the staff were 

simplified by this stricter “blanket” approach 

to serious infractions; 

(2) Initially, Kairos staff were concerned with 

doing v;hat was “right", and they did not want 

to make any "bad" decisions, with possible 

consequences reflecting poorly 6n the Kairos 

program; 

(3) There v/ere other pressing considerations, 

V7hich initially detracted from the development 

of programs aiid counselling concerns: house 

reconstruction consumed considerable time, and 
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'Utilized staffs' and residents' energies to a 

great degree. 

Charles Perrov/ (1967:198) has referred to the 

"degree of discretion" v;hich organizational groups, or, 

individuals in groups ppssess in carrying out tasks, "and 

the power of an individual or group to mobilize scarce 

resources and to control definitions of various situations, 

such as the definition of the nature of the raw material". 

As the novelty of dealing with infractions gave way to the 

almost daily routine of handling such occurrences, and as 

other considerations—such as house reconstruction— 

disappeared, Kairos staff began to take situations and 

judge them more on an individual basis. This resulted in 

the perception of raw material to alter and become more 

"non-uniform". 

In essence, managerial style changed and correct- 

ional policy—although still of extreme importance—was now 

tempered by the evolving discretionary pov/ers of the staff. 

One thing noted by Kairos staff was the recognition of 

cycles in the implementation of correctional policy. 

Stricter enforcement of correctional policy would occur at 

times when staff perceptions changed, due to seemingly 

inordinate amounts of bad behaviour and infractions of 

house rules. Accordingly, when staff perceptions were 

favourable and a "good feeling" pervaded, discretionary 

powers increased. These cycles were likened to the swings 
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of a pendulum; although it has been acknowledged that strict 

and uniform perceptions were never again quite as acute as 

in the first year of operation. 

Of course, residents* perceptions of the situations 

and influence of managerial style would have an effect upon 

the social climate of the C. R. C. Wink and Moos (1972: 

134-135) have observed that the behaviour of inmates is a: 

"joint function of both personality factors of the 
individuals and their interactions with the environ- 
ment. The quality of institutional life is 
determined by both the attributes of the people and 
the attributes of the environment and the resulting 
interactionsi" 

The present researcher v/ould like to suggest that 

residents' perceptions of the Kairos environment would have 

indicated that the 1976 environment v/as more punitive than 

the 1979 environment; and that further study of organiza- 

tional approach and its consequences for correctional 

effectiveness v^ould be useful to operators of community- 

based correctional treatment programs. 

Treatment in Community Correctional Programs 

The Task Force on Community-Based Residential 

Centers (Outerbridge, 1973:16), has criticized residential 

programs, such as Kairos, for lack of depth in their 

treatment programs. The Task Force has noted that "after 

sitting in some of these 'therapy* or 'group* sessions, we 

concluded that the 'depth*' of the counselling was not as 

great as v;e have been lead to believe." When discussing 
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researcher cannot help but wonder how these programs may 

have evolved since the time of the Task Force. 

Initially, similar criticisms might have been made 

concerning the Kairos program. V-zhen a community treatment 

program comes into existence, the type of treatment programs 

V7hich are likely to evolve will reflect the management style 

of the director and staff. Residential treatment programs 

—v/hich would have still been relatively new in 19 73— 

require time to develop treatment styles through experi- 

mentation, trial and error. Development of treatment 

programs may also be linked to the availability of community 

resources; and, as we have seen, this aspect of program 

development is subject to evolutionary processes as well. 

As a "treatment" program, Kairos underwent consider- 

able change over a four-year period of time. Initially, a 

relative paucity of programs was evident; but, always at 

the core of Kairos treatment approach was a regular, v/eekly, 

one-on-one counselling session for the resident with his 

counsellor. The counselling technique employed v/as at the 

discretion of the counsellor. Throughout the four-year 

period under examination, there v;as alv/ays at least one 

trained counsellor (B. S. W.) among the treatment staff. 

By 1979, the Kairos treatment program included--in 

addition to one-on-one counselling--a weekly alcohol and 

drug rehabilitation program; a v/eekly group counselling 
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session; once weekly ’’in-night" activities, supplemented by 

the involvement of community volunteers such as teachers to 

assist residents in up-^grading their reading and writing 

skills, etc., and volunteer program involvement for Kairos 

residents. 

Outerbridge's comments were made at a time which 

was relatively early in the evolution of the community-based 

corrections movement. For example, since 1973,, the Ministry 

of Correctional Services in Ontario has privately contracted 

the services of approximately thirty such community-based 

correctional programs. During this time, the Ministry faci- 

litated the development of an association for its coirmiunity- 

based programs.* This association has allowed the various 

program directors to meet on a regular basis in order to 

exchange ideas among themselves, as well as with Ministry 

officials. As a result, program directors and program 

staff, have received "in-service" training programs, 

designed to address the specific problems and needs of 

community-based treatment programs. Additionally, guide- 

lines and standards for C. R. C.’s have been developed and 

implemented, along V7ith periodic assessment by Ministry 

officials. Such evolutionary developments in community- 

based treatment programs continue to occur. 

* 
The Ontario Association of Community Pvesource 

Centres, formed in 1978. 
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Further to the above developments, there was a con- 

siderable amount of change which occurred due to the 

evolution of structures, rules and regulations, as v/ell as 

duties of staff and residents. This v/as evident x>/hen, with 

the participation of all staff persons, a simply worded, 

80-page orientation manual v/as v/ritten for the use of 

residents, as well as staff.* For example, residents were 

permitted to have passes to go into the community. These 

pass privileges v;ere granted through the implementation of 

the ’’pass-system," and as such, residents progressed 

through the various "levels." This pass system evolved 

over the four-year period being examined. 

Finally, all of the staff persons v/ho came to work 

at Kairos, subsequent to the initial staff, benefited from 

an extensive orientation period. Usually, there was an 

overlap, where nev; staff v/ere hired and could work along- 

side experienced staff. The Director of the Kairos program 

V7as the same person throughout the period under examination; 

and her presence contributed to a sense of continuity during 

the period of staff changes; and to the training of new 

staff persons. This period of orientation, for new staff, 

and the continuity of the director, may have coritributed to 

the evolution of a more efficient program staff. 

* 
See Appendix D for an example of the pass system. 
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Therefore, it might tentatively be concluded that 

the evolution of the Kairos program, over its first four 

years of operation, may have contributed to the significant 

increase of non-recidivism for program participants of 1979 

as opposed to the program participants of 1976. More 

longitudinal studies may reveal similar interesting results 

Evolutionary aspects of community-based treatment programs 

have largely been ignored and further in-depth analysis is 

required to determine if other community programs have 

achieved similar results over a period of time. Careful 

record-keeping and long-term analysis may provide vital 

clues for the improvement of community-based correctional 

treatment programs. 

Native Residents 

The approach to the problems, and treatment of 

Native Indian offenders has been characterized as one of 

"benign neglect" (Hagan, 197:220). Verdun-Jones and 

Muirhead have noted that: 

Canadian Criminologists have manifested a marked- 
reluctance even to synthesize the results of the 
studies which have researched certain limited 
aspects of the relationship betvjeen natives and the 
criminal justice system. More significantly, there 
have been practically no attempts whatsoever to 
explain native criminality within a coherent 
theoretical framework. 

Native involvement v/ith the criminal justice system has 

been maintained at a rate which is V7ell above their 

corresponding representation in the population as a v7hole. 
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This has been shov/n to be true for the federal correctional 

system (Rahen, 1977) and the provincial correctional systems 

of Ontario (Irvine, 1978);"Manitoba (McCaskill, 1970); 

Saskatchewan (Hylton, 1981); Alberta (Kirby, 1978); and 

British Columbia (Hartman, 1976). This is also true of 

Northwestern Ontario. The present researcher had been 

promised a break-down of the percentage of Native offenders 

in the Thunder Bay Correctional Centre and the Thunder Bay 

District Jail, for the period under study, by the Ministry 

of Correctional Services, Ontario, Research Branch; but, 

unfortunately this information was never forthcoming. It 

has been communicated to this researcher that the Native 

population of the Thunder Bay Correctional Centre could, at 

times, exceed 50% of the total inmate population.* This 

corresponds, roughly, to the figure reported by Hylton, v;ho 

concludes that "...Native people make up only about ten 

percent of the Saskatchewan population, they traditionally 

have made up over half the population in the provincial 

correctional institutions" (Hylton, 1981:69). 

Native Kairos residents comprised about 17% of the 

total Kairos population, and so it is easy to. see that 

Native residents v/ere severely under-represented, in terms 

of their institutional representation. One consideration 

Conversations with the former superintendent of the 
Thunder Bay Correctional Centre, - Howard Roe. 
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is the existence of a special C. R. C. in Kenora, solely 

for Native offenders * but this program has not undergone 

any serious or extensive examination. Regardless, it is 

doubtful that, wholly, Native community-based correctional 

programs v/ould yield results which would be a marked 

improvement over the Kairos program. Hylton (1982:127) has 

argued that to seriously addrpss the Native issue in 

corrections, it will be necessary to examine "fundamental 

social and economic inequities" in Canadian society. 

Obviously, a community-based correctional treatment 

program, such as Kairos, is inadequate in meeting the needs 

of Native residents, and it is open to debate whether or 

not v/holly Native programs would fare any better; but the 

efforts, to date, appear to be inadequate. Further study 

of the effects of community-based treatment for Native 

offenders should be a primary concern; and, an in-depth 

examination of Ontario’s only Native C. R. C. for males 

should- b^ undertaken immediately. 

Conclusion 

Overall, the findings of this study indicate that 

recidivism levels for Kairos residents are about the same 

as C. R. C.'s in Ontario, generally (Ardron, 1980:25). The 

specific results for the year 1979, however, indicate a 

lower rate of recidivism than recorded by the general 
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studies of C. R. C. residents in Ontario, as well as other 

special institutional programs (Ardron, 1980:25). 

But, at this point“in time, and on the basis of 

this particular research—especially when keeping in mind 

the controversy of the "nothing/something works" debate-—it 

would be impossible to conclude that Kairos has shown a 

"treatment effect." Indeed, this is beyond the scope, or 

the purpose, of this study. Further longitudinal studies 

of community-based correctional programs—especially pro- 

grams that have demonstrated some continuity in terms of 

treatment staff; program development (evolution); and 

management--is warranted. The concern for demonstrating 

"treatment effects" should give-way to a concern for 

designing programs which suit the needs of certain "offender 

types," or groups. 

Therefore, in this study, young first offenders 

—particularly in the age sixteen to seventeen group-- 

demonstrated a much greater probability of recidivating. 

These findings correspond with the research conducted by 

Marion Polonosk, who has concluded that "younger offenders 

without a prior Ministry record had a greater likelihood of 

recidivism after release, as well as a greater rate of 

recontact" (Polonosk, 1980:ii). The efficacy of a program 

such as Kairos, for younger (16-17 years) and Native 

offenders, is very much in question. 
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The problems of young offenders and Native 

offenders indicates the need for researchers to focus "more 

attention to treatment interactions and individual differ- 

ences" (Haley, 1982:208; Gendreau and Ross, 1979). 

Selecting inmates for programs on the basis of social and 

demographic characteristics--which research has shown to 

make them more amenable to the type of programs available 

—is good sense for correctional policy. Research has 

shown that young offenders are likely to be more chronic 

offenders than is evident from their adult records 

(Polonosk, 1980), and the results of most studies on Native 

offenders are negative. Additional programs need to be 

developed which address the needs of these and other 

specific groups. 

Community-based correctional treatment programs are 

still relatively nevj, they hold out the promise of a more 

humane v/ay of dealing v/ith offenders, as well as reducing 

recidivism. To date, a reduction in recidivism has not 

really been adequately demonstrated; but, as community- 

based programs evolve and diversify, in an effort to meet 

the specific needs of offender types, then more promising 

results may be achieved. 
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ADULT INFORMATION SERVICE FORM (A.S.I. 
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APPENDIX C 

PASS LEVEL SYSTEM 
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PASSES Pfigo 1 of 5 

Faso Book 

You must remember that you are still serving a terni of imprisonment, but that you 

hove been allovred to serve tliat sentence on Temporary Absence4, That Temporary 

Absence was authorized for you to reside at Kairos CRC* Tlie staff at Kairos do 

have the authority to further allcr.'r you to leave Kairos for specific periods of 

time, to go to specific destinationso 

To avoid confusion between residents and staff and to uphold Kairos* and your 

legal obligations to the Correctional Centre, Kairos must know exactly where you 

are at all tlmes» To accomplish that, you must sign a Pass Book every time you 

leave Kalroso The Pass Book vfill contain a "Record of Work/School Passes" form 

and a "Record of Leisure Passes" form for each individual resident® Further 

specific instructions on the use of each of those two pass form are following® 

Record of Work/School Passes 

A copy of a blank "Record of Work/School Passes" form is attached* Please review 

It carefully* 

This particular pass form is to be used searching for a job and when going to and 

from work or school ONLY* All sections are to be completed fully at the time you 

leave—it is NOT to be completed a day or days ahead of time* 

Further explanations of the headings on the ’^Record of Work/School Passes" forra are 

*’Day Sc Date": Write for example Fri 8th and not Oct 8* The month and year is 

already indicated at the top of the forra v/hen starting a new form* 

’^Address": V7rite the full nfima and address'of the company who employs you or 

the full name and address of the school that you attend* Ditto marks are 

acceptable provided the information you are dittoing does not change* 

"Phone ir"; V7rite the phone number where you can be reached vrhile at work or 

school* 

"Contact Person"; Write the full name (first and last) of the person \jho v:e can 
contact if \TQ need to get in contact with you* In most cases this will be 

your immediate supervisor or course instructor* 

•'Time Out": Write the exact time that you leave Kairos for VTork or school* You 

are expected to leave Kairos at a time that will allow you enough time to 

get to vrork or school on time* Tliis does not mean that you can leave Kairos 

earlier to go for coffee or visiting* You are expected to go dire to 

vrork \rhen you leave Kairos* 

"Hour's of Work/School": V7rite you starting time and your cjuitting time at work 

or school* 

"To Return By"; VJrite the time that you vrili return to Kalroo after work or 

school. Again, you are expected to return to Kai'i.'oo directly from v/ork or 

school~—no going for coffee or visiting, etc* 

If you are. going to be late returning by t’p.is time, or if you have to \/orlc 

overtime, be sure to phone a Koiroo staff member (not a resident) 00 your 
X)ass return time can be adjustocu 

.*2 
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PASSES—Continued Page 2 of 5 

“Time In”: the actual exact time that you returned to Kairoso 

Blank forma, should your current form become full, are available in the back sections 
of the Pass Book. Bo MOT destroy a Pass form that is filledo Tlie staff vfill 
remove it from the Book and file it in your file. 

It is not necessary to sign in and out v/ith a staff member on the v:ork/school pass 
form* You are expected to come and go to v?ork or school on your ovm* Hcr.revcr, 

occassionally and more often when first admitted, the staff do check to molce 
certain that you are in fact going to v/ork or school vdien you say you are* Also, 
the hours of v/ork and overtime columns are used to confirm that you are being paid 
for the hours you are v/orklng* 

If you forget to sign out for V7ork or school and then do not phone back to tell the 

staff that you forgot and you are not in the house, you may be declared Unlawfully 
At Large because v/e do not know vrhere you are* However, before declaring you 
Uni av^fully At Large to the Correctional Centre or to the police, we would first 
check with your employer or school* 

Record of Leisure Passes 

A copy of a blank “Record of Leisure Passes" form is attached* Please review it 
carefully. 

This particular Pass form is to be used for all other passes from Kairos—temed 
leisure passes-—that are not for vrork or school* All sections are to be completed 
fully at the time you leave Kairos and return* Again, it is MOT to be completed 
ahead of time* 

Tlie number of leisure passes allowed in any given v/eek (Monday to Sunday) are 
determined by a level 83’'stGm aiid are subject to the guidelines for leisure passes* 
(The level sj'stem and guidelines are explained fu?.'tber on in this .-octiono) 

When you leave Kairos accompanied a staff member, 3“ou are still considered to be 
on a leisure pass and are therefore still required to sign the Pass Book* Ho'wever, 

a leisure pass with a staff member is not subject to the level s^^stem* 

Further explanations of the headings on the "Record of Leisure Passes" form are; 

"Day & Date”: Write for example Fri 8th and not Oct 8* Tlie month and yeox is 
alv/ayo indicated at the top of the form v/hen starting a nev; form* 

"Address": Write the exact address v/hore you are going* If you do not know the 
exact street number, find out before you leave* 

"Phone V?rite the phone number where ^’•ou can be reached at that address* 
Again, if y'ou do not knot/ the plione number, find it out before you leave* 

"Contact Person": lirltc the full narrie (first and lost) of the person vrho lives 
at that address* 

"Time O^t": VJrite the time. 3*ou leave Kairos to go 
expected to go dlrectl3<- to that acidreso unless 
the pass form* 

to that address* Y’ou 
you indicate otheivi 

are 
e on 

turn By": VJrite tlu YOU trill i.'ctern j:o V iairos* Ag.ainj you are exr.ected 
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to leave that aclclrcoa and return directly to Kairon by the thtie that you 

specified on the paos form* If you are going to be late be cure to phone 

a staff member (not a. rccidcnt) of K^ilros GO your paso return time can be 
adjiiated. 

*’Reoident Signature": You muot sign your name in that column which will be your 

confirmation to Kairos of your vzhereabouts during your absence from Kairoa. 

"Staff Signature": All leisure passes must be approved by the staff member on 

duty at the time you are leaving for the leisure pass* You cannot just sign 

the pass book and leave on a leisure pass. You MUST obtain vrritten 

approval from the staff number on duty to leave on every leisure pass, lliat 

\7Titten.approval will be the staff member•s signature on this leisure pass 

form. 

"Tima In”: Write the actual exact time that j^ou returned to lCairos« 

"Staff Signature": You should alv7ays sign in from a leisure pass in the presence 

of a staff riember who v/ill in turn also sign the pass book, aclnnowledging 

your return. If vrhen you return, you do not see a staff member in the 

immediate area, look and find the staff—there is always a staff member f n 

duty but they could be busy somewhere else in the house. 

Blank forms, should your current form become full, are available in. the back sections 

of the Pass Book. Bo NOT destroy a full pass form. The staff v/ill remove it from 

the book and file it in your file* 

You are.expected to go directly to the destination you indicated on the pass form, 

arid to directly return to Kairos. Cccassionally, and more often when first 

admitted, the staff do check to malce certain that you are where yoti are suppose to 

be, as you indicated in the pass book* 

Being Unlavrfully At Large 

Leaving Kairos without staff pexraission, or failure to sign the Pass Book vrhen you 

do leave Kairos, may deem you Unlawfully At Large. Also, the "Record of Work/School 

Passes" and the "Record of Leisure Passes" forms both indicate an exact time that 

you are to return to Kairos. Failure to return by that time on the pass forms, or 

failure to phone a Kairos staff member (not another resident) if you v/ill be late, 

may also deem you Unlawfully At Large. 

Failure to go to and be at the destination indicated on tho’se pass forms, or failure 

to phone a Kairos staff member about a cliange of destination, may also deem you 

Unlawfully At Large. 

Being Unlawfully At Large is a criminal offence punishable under the provisions of 

the Criminal Code of Canada and/or under the provisions of the Ministry of 

Correctional Ser-vices Act. 
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Ministry of 

i j C°''''6ctional Services 
Ontario 

Temporary 
Absence 
Authorization 
Permit 

n -r 
DC 

n q 
vJ s.. 

Pursuant to the Ministry of Correctional Services Act SO 1978, 
C37 and Regulations as amended the person named below is 
authorized to be temporarily absent fronr) the indicated Corrcc-' 
tional-Institution subject to the’conditrons hereon and on the 
reverse. 

In case of need, telephone institution. 

Institution 
Phone No. 

Area Code Exchange Number Exte 

Period of Don Thu ^ Sat Sun □ □ □ □ LJ LJ LJ 

OR 

third fold 
I hereby agree and understand that this permit is only author- 
ized for the specific purpose(s) and location(s) indicated in the 
type(s) of Temporary Absence(s), Medium and Destination 
sections of this form. It is granted according to the Ministry’s 
regulations and terms and conditions as recorded herein and 
within the approved application. Failure to cornply may result 
in suspension of the permit, including court and/or institu- 
tional charges and penalties. I understand that if I fail to return 
as provided, I shall be deemed to be unlawfully at large 
pursuant to the Criminal Code of Canada. It is further under- 
stood that if I fail to comply with the terms and conditions 
without lawful excuse I shall be guilty pf an offence pursuant 
to the Ministry of Correctional Services Act on summary con- 
viction and liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than 
one year. In addition other charge(s) may be laid, 

NOT VAL 
AFTER 

Type(s) of T.A.{s) 
Check (X) Box(es) 

Interim 
Search 

Weekly 1-5 Days Out/ 
Bal. in Institution □ 

Education Vocation Employment 

1-5 6-15 Recurring 

Voluntary 
Community 

Work/Service Industrial C.R.C. 

The bearer of this Permit shall produce this Permit to any 
peace officer upon demand. Police officers are requested to 
contact the originating Ministry of Correctional Services Insti- 
tution if such communications are needed. 

Institutional Police Notifications: 

Telephoned Police 
at destination 

Permit copy sent to 
Police at destination 

Permit copies (as needed) 
sent to Police at 

Dates 
Day Mth. Yr. 

Initials 

Medium of Transportation 
Institution Other 

first fold 

T.A. Violation Procedures: : - 

This p ermit is deemed to be null and void whenever a person is: 
(a) apprehended and placed under arrest for the alleged commission 

of a crime against federal law or an offence against provincial 
law, or 

(b) where there is an apparent breach of the Ministry's regulations 
or of the terrns and conditions recorded. 

The Superintendent, or in his absence "his designated representa- 
tive" or in both their absences "the Senior Officer" may, in tfte 
above circumstances, suspend the authorization permit and arrange 
for or direct the return of the T.A. participant to the Institution: 

1. to face further institutional charges, or 
ii. consider, having regard to the circumstances and gravity of the 

offence, wfiether or not the participant shall be proceeded 
against under the Criminal Cocic or pursuant to the Ministry of 
Correctional Services Act SO 1978, C37. 

Nmmal T.A. Violation Classifications and Implications.: 

A ^W^^hbrawaJ normally implies certain mitigating circutnstanccs 
beyond the pa.-ticipant's control and therefore, more likelihood of 
favouralrle considera tiori upon re-application. 
A' Revocation normally follows a finding of guilt after oitiu.-r a 
furthe.' court charge and procceciing or an institt; tional mi.-.conduct 
charge and proceeding, and therefore implies less likelihood of 
favourable consideration upon rc-application for similar purposes. 

Destinatinn & Telephone (name, address, phone no. of 
school, employer or other sponsor in this residence or T.A. 
situation). 

('/ o be rcl'Jn 

PAr-iTIClPATflT'S 
ocl to ReccJvinj Gfficor 

COPY 
xitconalusLin of T.A.} 
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T R rn p o r ;< r v A P se r> r. e C o n ."1; ■; o n c 

Tt'is ‘‘.'.■■■ii.iTrv of C:orr.3r.tir>r.;;' Se'-/ic‘;s Act and R eon !o t ior'S 

aprii. 
f c. : Ot:-'tic. ipan t ."'USX nocif'/ tine institution itn inoci ia t-;l y by 

tf-!cp dp.n.a i‘, for e'Vy retison, iio./siiR is tm.xhio to riiRct tPe 
conni: or'-i stip'jlatcd in the- per i r. FelSu.'e to do s-o may 

r:'=d’ ir: rovccafio't of rbe pc-.-rnit, d i 3C ip I in:: i-y r.ctio.-i 

arc;'. O' fu'thc'' pros?.‘Cutio'tr tfiroriO'n rfur'CcTt)rtsP~ " ' 
i. Tfrnpp'tiry juoc.'.cy is cjr.an ted .SQlpb,' .f oa;_pj_: cic ■ 

,r^:! in this authoriedtion. 
4. .cio anrec rv).3n ts and.-'or contracts s:iali Of; cnte.'ed into with 

on t .'jp;; rovsil o f the Soper in tpneien t or his cicsirjita ce 
5. .Aii L.<rpDiems not covered by specific Irastruc tiuns shall t)c 

rvpo.'cec: to tfie iristitu rion and thsr instructions of the 
institution person.nei shell be followed. 

o. The ps2 or possession of a'cor-.ol is forbidden. 
7 Tfie use or possc-ssiors of drugs is forbidden, unless pre- 

scribed by a !?g.'iiiy cuahfied medical practitior'.er. 
S. E>;pens.e3 incurred wili be met ar’d disbursements'.vitt occur 

in accordance with trie related Temporary Absence; .Regula- 
tions, Tcrriisand Conditio-ns. 

9. This .permit will be given to institution personnel .upon 
r.etirrn to the in stl tii tio n and will be proddcaci for any peace 

offic-cr upon demand during t.he period of this Tcimpor.ary 
Ab-senc.e. 

10. The pa'ticipanc is .not authorized to drive a motor vehicle 

where 
(a) he or she is unable to produce a valid certificate of 

motor vehicle liability insurance i.n .eccordanco with tfie 

la'.vs of Ontario for coverage against bodily injury and 

property' dantags by reason of the operation of a motor 
vehicle by the participa.nt. 

(b) he or site does -not possess a perr.o.na! driver's licence 
which is in good standing. 

(c) the Deputy Minister or his designate!s) do not authrjrize 

the operation of a .motor vehicle. 

11. I agree and understand that I may be requlrc.d to submit to 

a bresthaiyzer examination and./o,'" urinalysis to assist in any 
invostigetion to determine whether or not tfie terms aneJ 

conditions of Temporary Absence have been violated. 
12. (.a) inmates approved for empio.ymsnt T..A.P. will assume 

respo.nsibi!ity for tha.ir own.,d_gntal health.,, ^,..y 

(b) if The inmate is residing in the community in a C.RiC.' 
he will, subject to norma! T.A.P. authorization proc- 
esses, maks: his./her own appointments wi th a clentist ;pf 

his choice in the cofrun.urj.i.ty and will be'responsible fpr 
paying the Dentist the total cost. y y ; 

(c) if the e.mployment T.A.P. is within a correctiori.e! insti- 
tution and dental services are rendered in the;", institu- 

tio.n, . The costs wi!!., bOviChaygac!..:. back to tliev inrngta 
earnings or Trust fund. 

V'iol'31 io n 1 rnp! ica tions 
Failure to return or co.mply with the r-er.ms and conditioris 
prescribed shall moan that the permit is de.e.med to be null and 
void,'and .may result in court and.-'or institutional chr.rges. and 

pe.n-alties. Failure to return as p.-ovided may rnc.en that the; 
participant shall be deemed t-o be unlawfully at large pursuant 
to th.e Criminal Code of Canada. It is further understood that 
failure to comply,, 'without lawful excuse, is an offence 

pursuant to the Ministry' of Correctional Services Act for 
which, on summary conviction, the part;cip.a.nt is liable to 
impriscnmer.T for ona year. In addition, other charges may be 
laid. 

Additional Conditions 

C.P.I.C. l.iason 

Lt;;l,'othcr anesrii.g (.ioiic':; 
(b'esirles police al: doslin;;.'io'’ 

r"i 
E11 i; ilo'/trie:.i L.. .1 .-ducation.a. 

0th.'.'I' rericbiiit.ctiv' 

'I.e. Th:; prog-:;::! ticson p -r;on for a raci!ity/or rrjo 
which has undcrta!;en to bo :nvoh,'Dd for 'i .A. f>urp<:»s;;s. -i j; 
clooruncos and/or i,.; os.;o ;b-;c: ncr 'nir conciitions). 

I c.i e; ■Dcil::. 

Progress, P_rob'om.s or Viol.tt'on Roi.>orts: (Apponrl details 

Rcferenc.?:T.A. App'ic.s;ion approval riate 

1. This format section A o.'- 3 shall be cdirtplvtod bv the 
designated Receiving or Re.oorting Ofheer on e.xpiry at 
any permit or fc).' ar»y intermediate reports as repuiie-.i 

by the Officer-in Cnarg.-j and the Supsrinta.ndani. ;A;> 
occurrence report iri torm ■‘'■■o. 9902 or if aPpiic'al..lo, an 
escepa/attampt esc,ri.oe fo'.'- No. 9910 may be appe''djt,l 
for added details). 

'A) |__| Com.oletad successf.^l'y. Mots and/or appisnd d>3 

tails of exceptional progress. 

F') L_D Other..Note and/or append details of,any probient.s 
or provisions wV'ic'n you believe to have - be-?n 

violated .and '.vhich may require -a review.-by' the 
O f ficer-in-Charge and a possible suspension, furtficr 

court or instii'Jti.o.nnl procesdings.and withdrawti!, 
revocation (or othe-' disposition as noted below) by 
the Superint>.;'-:dsnt. 

Receiving Officer/Dato 

2. Officer in charge cp.mmonts: {.Append details as need-ad) 

Officer in charge/Dat-e 

The Suped;-renclent sfiaii immediately (anc: at etich stage pro 

scribed below) report upon violations of T.A. or institutional 
regulatio.'is by .oarticipant-.n The Su.perintendcn.r's violation 
reports shai! bo promptly forward,?'; to Main Office files (and 
tn-= Ff r;.::ipn.3l Director ,-jnd Execurire O i .r-a-e :or/i n ;,ti tut ion Pro- 
cjfr'i.-'S i'. cesv5 of serious cofiscCjUunce). Tiie Stiperiruencivn r 
c.an irnm.jdiately suspend and subs-ec}Uent!y withdr-aw or revok.:.; 
T.A.'s tf-.rnugh provisions of Th.? .MC3 Act ancl .Regulations. 

F o I! O'-."/-, n ■? an-/ co-u'' or ir'is t i ti.i t i o ntil i:.i ocoedir.g-s. tfi? 

.Super;dent must rep-ort circuimstcn-ccs, d.'.tes r.fi;',l fina 
an-:.-; ids forth.?.- di.sr).os!tions, in trw matte.' of a vrithdraw/l or 
re VO-.; .ctio r.. for the record to .M-air. Office files (an-d the 

f-Ingi ipDlrecror and Executive D ir .ac t-:.< r/i n ;s! i tu tic.n P r o g ;■ .a rr. r. 
in casos of seri-ous co.'.sequ a.-ace), A "ciro-.-islorral" withclr;v.v;!l 
or r>;vo-ceti-.jn. rna-p b-a recorded v.-iic-re the o-.itcomo of further 
co-un. or imstiiu tio.-iel proc?edln-gs are p.eriding. 

3. Superintendant's further co.mments a.nd, where applic- 
able, disposition imposed. (F or M.ain Of f ice files-Regional 
Director-Executive Director/lnstitution Programs, as ap- 
plicable): , 
— of misconduct proce-adi.ngs and dispositio/is or 
— of court action penriin-g or taken (with confirmation 

of disposition to follow). , • 

T.A. Disposition; 

Suspc.'ision and CJ 

VVitf-idr;;w for the record di 

I ’ i o V i :d o n 31 v v i t h c! r a w a I Q 

O'her Lli 

-Revocation for the record 

P r o V i s i c- n :-i 1 r -s;y oc a t i b :i 

(E .x p lain .''a ri p n; • ci e i:a i.l s I 

lO 

i—! 

r:.i 

I tends: 
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ABSTRACT 

The current controversy in the study of correctional 

treatment programs is the "nothing/something works" debate. 

Receidivism studies represent the primary mode of correct- 

ional treatment program evaluation. These studies usually 

employ a single measure of recidivism with a single follow- 

up period of either six months or one year. Most studies 

include aggregate results of different treatment programs 

(e.g.: several half-way houses). In depth studies of a 

particular treatment program employing multiple measures 

of recidivism and several follow-up periods are rare. 

Proponents of the "nothing" or "something" sides of 

the debate are generally informed by an "all-or-none" point 

of view, usually ignoring the findings which indicate that 

certain treatment methods do work better for certain types 

of offenders. 

In this thesis, 215 inmates from a specific residential 

treatment program, are examined in detail. Several measures 

of recidivism are examined and residents' post-release per- 

formances are examined oyer varying lengths of time. 

The findings of this thesis indicate that there are 

differential outcomes on the recidivism measures according 

to the social and demographic characteristics of the program 

participants. Therefore, the efficacy of a treatment pro- 

gram, such as Kairos Community Resource Centre, can be en- 

hanced by selecting these types of individuals for this 

specific treatment program. 


